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Abstract (94A422)

Shape recognition is a challenging problem within the study of image processing
and image understanding. The thesis presents a study of an adaptive shape recognition
system based on image segmentation, shape description and,neural networks. An adaptive
method was chosen so that it could adapt to the shapes of interest to achieve the broad

application of the shape recognition system. An image segmentation technique was

implemented to automatically separate the objects in the image. A shape description
technique was used to extract characteristics of a shape through calculation of its Projection
Length Sequences (PLS) at different angles. Algorithms were developed that could tolerate
a certain amount of occlusion and noise on the shape. A neural network was designed and

trained as an adaptive classifier to recognize the PLS of different shapes. The training
algorithm helps the system to recognize shapes with a variety of orientations. The

experimental results presented in this thesis show that the system gives a 93% average

recognition rate for a set of images that include tree leaves with three different shapes.
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1. Introduction
i

1.1 Overview

Today's agriculture and forest industries could benefit considerably from automatic

plant recognition techniques. Large quantities of che�cals are used to kill unwanted plants
i

in farm fields every year; other than equipment. chemicals are the major cost for farmers.
I

A negative effect of chemical over-use is environmemal pollution, causing more and more
I

!
problems for society today. Therefore, reduction ofChemical usage is the key to solving

;
.

several problems. If a system could automatically�ognize unwanted plants in the field,

then it could direct the chemical placement. This wqwd not only save money by reduced
I

chemical usage, but would also help save the environtbent Automatic plant recognition in
the forestry industry also has great potential appli�ations, such as forest surveys and

I
estimating forest reserves. These applications encourageresearchers to develop automatic

plant recognition systems.

Plant recognition is one applied field of patU.tn recognition. Generally, different
I
I

plants have leaves which are different in shape, color, and reflected light intensity. The leaf

shape is an important plant characteristic; therefo�, leaf shape recognition is a good
!

potential area for automatic plant recognition. Different plants often grow together no

matter whether they are of the sametype; thus, an imake taken from the forest or a farmer's
!

field may contain different plants' leaves. Essentially, the plant recognition system must

classify those different leaf shapes in the image. Con�uently, a plant recognition system

is a multiple shape recognition system. As well, the: particular leaves of interest change

from time to time, and from application to apPlication. Consequently, the shape

1
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recognition system should be able to adapt to different leaf shapes for particular

applications. The adaptive ability would make the shape recognition system more practical.

Such a system is called an adaptive shape recognition system (ASRS).

The shape recognition system concept was developed more than a half century ago,

and during the p�t thirty years there has been a considerable growth of interest Different

shape recognition theories, techniques. and applications have been developed. Multiple

shape recognition is one main task in developing a shape recognition system. The earliest

shape recognition system applications were based on statistical pattern recognition theory,

and they were sensitive to each new application. Thus. each new application required

original programming work, making pattern recognition system application very expensive.

So other than in military and banking systems, shape recognition systems have not been

widely utilized· Therefore. the question is raised whether it is possible to find an adaptive,

robust and inexpensive automatic shape recognition system.

Along with computer technology development, a powerful computer software

technique called neural networks has been developed. Neural networks have certain

learning and adapting capabilities found in the human brain. Although neural networks

were first used in solving complex optimization problems, they have given great insight

into adaptive shape recognition system solutions. The application of neural networks in

shape recognition systems was originated by the military and by commercial bank systems,

for automatic target recognition [Roth 1990], and hand writing recognition [LeCun and

Boser, etal, 1989], respectively. The neural network's learning and adaptive characteristics

realize an adaptive and robust shape recognition system.

Shape description techniques combined with neural network techniques have been

the major modern adaptive shape recognition system development direction. As an

adaptive and robust tool in field application, neural networks have already proven their

potential. However. neural networks used directly in image pattern recognition are
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sometimes tedious due to the huge amount of unstructured data; Hence, many preprocess
shape description techniques have been developed in recent years. Preprocessing the data

before using a neural network can improve the shape recognition system performance. In

this thesis, two new preprocessor programs are developed to gain better performanceof the

neural network shape recognition system. An advanced neural network software is

developed by using the back propagation learning technique. It was designed for both

research and application purposes.

1.2 Review of Literature

One main goal in a pattern recognition and image understanding system is

recognizing multiple shapes. Various methods have been developed to approach this goal.

In the early 1980's, the military's requirement of "Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting

Infra-Red for Night" [Roth, 1990] had given scientists a great pattern recognition

challenge. One major task of this system was to distinguish tanks from trucks, jeeps, and

other less important targets. This multiple class shape discrimination requirement was and

still is amost difficult task for a pattern recognition system.

To solve the multiple-shape classification problem, the first priority is to fmd a

model which is simple and compact enough for the system to handle; the model must also

represent same-shapes invariantly when possible shape variations appeared. The shape

variations may come from the pattern itself, or from noise. Another issue is that the system

must have the capability to overcome occlusion and obstruction of the shapes. When

multiple patterns are presented in the image, they may occlude each other. Thus individual

pattern separation and occlusion recovery must be solved. Those issues, however, require

that the shape recognition system is sufficiently descriptive, and yet robust to the signature

and the occlusion of shapes. A major computational vision research theme is that a

geometric shape description [Marr, 1982] could form such a representative basis.
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Based on the traditional method, some reported shape recognition systems [Bhanu,

1986] [Gyeretal, 1988] were only partially successful and produced high error rates.

Extraction ofCritical infonnation from complex and uncertain data for which the traditional

approaches of signal processing; pattern recognition, and. rule-based artificial intelligence

techniques have been unable to provide adequate solutions in the multiple pattern

classification problem is still an important research area.

Regularization theory [Poggio, Torre, and Koch, 1985] is one approach toward

solving this problem. The main idea of regularization theory is to restrict the admissible

solution class by introducing a suitable a priori constraint on the possible solution.

Standard regularization theory imposes the problem constraints by a variation principle with

a cost function. Markov random fields are another attractive approach for this problem,

since the a priori probability distribution can embed more sophisticated assumptions about

the world [Geman and Geman, 1984]. Both approaches have a key and common

characteristic in their cost function fonnulation. When the function gives the minimized

value, the system provides the desired solution. The cost function can be addressed as:

F(X)=F(x 1, x2, x3, ... , xn),

with large dimensionality and multiple local minima; thus, the function to be minimized is

very complex. This turns the pattern recognition problem into a cost function optimization

problem. Although some techniques have been developed in real time. such as the gradient

descent method [Roth, 1990]. their applications are limited.

Developing neural network techniques provides powerful optimization tools which .

have the potential for solving such complex minimization problems much more efficiently.

The neural network field is based on discoveries more than thirty years ago, when the

earliest perceptron algorithms were published in 1960. In the years since, many new

techniques have been developed. One early development was Steinbuch's Learning
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Matrix, a pattern recognition machine based on linear discriminate functions [Steinbuch and

Piske. 1963]. In the 1970s. Grossberg developed his Adaptive Resonace Theory (AR'O. a

number of novel hypotheses about the underlying principles governing biological neural

systems [Grossberg. 1976]. Carpenter and Grossberg's later works involving three

classes of ART architecture were based on the same ideas [Carpenter and Grossberg. 1983.

1987. 1990]. These are self-organizing neural implementations of pattern clustering

algorithms. In the early 1980s. Hopfield introduced outer product rules as well as

equivalent approaches based on the early work of Hebb [Hebb. 1949] for training a class

of recurrent (signal feedback) networks. now called Hopfield models [Hopfield. 1982.

1984]. Kosko recently extended some of Hopfield and Grossbergts ideas, developing his

adaptive Bi-directional Associative Memory (BAM) [Kosko, 1987], a network model

employing differential as well as Hebbian and Competitive learning laws.

The neural network introduced by Hopfield in 1982 was a multiple cell neural

network. As a processing element. each cell was a threshold logic unit They were fully

connected to each other in a symmetric weight matrix. The units were updated in a

random, asynchronous, and recursive manner [Hopfield, 1982] .. This model's great

achievement was that simple nonlinear networked units could achieve significant

computational capabilities. Hopfield also showed that this network could find the term's

cost function minimum. and that this minimum corresponded to the model's stable state.

Solving nonlinear classification with this model had great potential.

In 1984. Hopfield introduced another neural network model [Hopfield, 1984]

which had a significant improvement over the previous Hopfield model. This model could

overcome the computationally intensive asynchronous updating procedure, necessary in the
.

original model, for the system to converge at a global minimum rather than a local

minimum. Hopfield has shown that there also was a corresponding energy function. such

that in the high-gain limit the system was equivalent to the original one. The sigmoidal
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non-linearity was an important feature, since a sharp non-linearity caused convergence to

local rather than globalminima.

In 1986. the landmark neural network publication came from Rumelbart and

McClelland. The clear neural network states made parallel computation feasible, and it was

the first model to introduce error propagation techniques to multi-layer neural networks

[Rumelhart and McClelland. 1986], making the neural network more attractive. These.

developments lead to a significant advance in eruption of research and application of the

neural network in shape recognition.

Neural network developments give the shape recognition systems three major

different models. OI)e model is still based on traditional pattern classification and

morphology theory [Gong and Shit etal, 1992]. In general, the first step in this model uses
.

some techniques to select pattern features or to translate the image into an image which is

invariant to translation, rotation, and scaling. The second step is to classify the pattern

feature or to match the image of the template with the recognized image by calculating

errors between images and templates. Most techniques developed in this model are

sensitive to special application. since different patterns have features which are different

from others; hence, every system is very special to a certain application. When the image

contains patterns which are in differentclasses, orientation, and size. they also may occlude

each other. Thus. it is difficult to match the image directly.

The second model is gained after the successful development of neural networks

and computer vision. Researchers are trying to use neural networks to recognize shapes in

an image directly, without the use of any transformations or descriptors. They hope that it

may save computer time and simplify the shape recognition system. This pattern

recognition system is sought to be more similar to what the human brain does. Cihai Yu

[1993] has presented in his Master of Science thesis work in "Dynamic Visual Memory:

Mathematical and Simulation Studies". It has successfully recognized small image sizes.
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However, the huge unstructured data size in a large image makes the neural networks and

the computer system difficult to handle. This study is s1ill in progress,

The third shape recognition model uses a preprocessor with neural networks. This

is the most practical method today, and this thesis uses the third model. Preprocessors

overcome the huge unstructured data problem and facilitate the neunil networlcs' advantage.

Therefore, many different methods of preprocessing have. been developed. The

preprocessor can be viewed as a transfonn [Hough, 1962) or shape descriptor [Dougherty

and Loce, 1990]. which can reduce a two-dimensional pattern into one-dimension, or some

vector coefficients. These vectors can be used in the pattern recognition instead of using

the pattern itself. Hence, the unstructured data in an image is transferred into structured

data that can fully or partially represent the original pattern's signature. The neural network

. can perform as a robust and adaptable classifier after the preprocessor, or it can perfonn

both the preprocessor and classifier roles [Roth, 1990). This makes the adaptive shape

recognition system possible.

Projection based Fourier descriptors are commonly used as the basic technique to

form different preprocessors [Dougherty and Loce, 1990). These descriptors are based on

the wavefonns generated from the geometric two-dimensional shape projection operation;

then the projection sequences are Fourier transfonned. The Fourier transformation

transfers the projection sequences to the frequency domain and basically makes the

processing easier in two ways. The first way is that the transform makes it easier for the

shape recognition system to normalize the shape's size by processing the resulting

components. The other way is that the shape's orientation is ignored by doing the

transformation. Therefore the shape recognition is not affected by orientation. In this. case.

the involvement ofmore steps makes the computation slow down.
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1.3 Research Objectives

The objective of this project is to build an adaptive shape recognition system which

can be used in leaf recognition or plant recognition system. The study of shape recognition

system will focus on planar shape recognition. The third shape recognition model as

described above is proposed for this leaf recognition system. Therefore, the studies of

preprocessor and neural networks were essential. As mentioned in the previous section.

the second model can simplify the shape recognition system. but it is troubled by large

mounts of unstructured data. In the third model. one can get a set of structured data by

using a preprocessor before the neural networks. Other than structuring the raw data, it

usually does certain transformation functions. such as the Fourier transform. The

transformation makes the classification much easier. but thereere more steps involved than

used in the second model. As a result. the computational speed of the whole system will

slow down. This is the biggest disadvantage of using the preprocessor. In this research.

the preprocessor was built as simple as possible to save computational time. The

preprocessors (lAS: Internal Area Separator; PLSD: Projection Length Shape Descriptor;
and CPLSD: Conditional Projection Length Shape Descriptor) used in this project only

serve the purpose of structuring the raw data. The neural networks classify the

preprocessor results directly without any transformations.

Since much work and research have been invested in the shape recognition system.

many preprocessor types (shape descriptors and transforms) were developed. The new

shape descriptors presented in this thesis are: Projection Length Descriptor (PLSD) and its

improved type: Conditional Projection Length Descriptor (CPLSD). These descriptors are

based on using the projection technique to describe the object shape. The descriptors'

output data can be directly processed by neural networks. Another research goal from this

was to study how accurately the descriptors can represent shapes and distinguish between

them. and how to select the CPLSD parameters for improved system perfonnance.
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In this project. the leaf shape images were taken by a video camera and may have

been corrupted by certain types of noise from the environment or occluded by other objects .

in the same image. How these could affect the descriptor's shape representations were

investigated. Each leaf in the image may be a different age. This gives a certain amount of

shape variation even if the leaves come from the same plant Also, leaves in the image may

be in different shape classes. This research work aims to show that the shape recognition

system has flexibility in the same class and is robust in different class shape miss

classification. Also. the shape recognition system has the ability to adapt to different shape

types for a certain application. This characteristic makes the system not only useful in leaf

shape recognition, but equally useful in other shape recognition projects.

To investigate and form such an adaptive shape recognition system which consisted

of preprocessor and neural networks. the study and implementation of neural networks

were very important. A neural networks software program to help researchers develop

such a system, should have a neural networks structure which can be changed either in the

number of layers or in the number of neurons in each layer. Therefore. the other objective

of this thesis was to develop a powerful neural networks software and to study the

properties of the neural network.

1.4 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is arranged into 6 chapters and two appendices. The first chapter

introduces the subject and reviews the previous research in the field of adaptive shape

recognition systems. Also it presents the objectives of this research work.

Image segmentation is the first step towards recognizing the pattern shape in an

image. The research requires a segmentation program which can separate the pattern into .

individual objects. In Chapter 2, a segmentation program and its designation are presented;

the program can separate the patterns in the image based on its edges. The pattern edges in
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an image are detected by NIH Image" software. available in the local computer network's

public domain system.

The shape descriptors (PLSD. CPLSD) newly designed for leaf shape recognition

are introduced in Chapter 3. The principles of the PLSD and CPLSD are described in

detail; CPLSD is developed based on PLSD. and both are based on shape projections.

Through examining basic geometric shape description results. this chapter shows how to

choose the best parameters for CPLSD. A comparison study of the two shape descriptors

is presented here. Some very important problems in the shape recognition system are

discussed. such as how the system handles the orientation and the occlusion of shapes.

Some research work presented here shows how the descriptors represent the shapes in

different orientations and how the descriptors can recover the occlusion of a shape. The

studies describe how to train the .systems to solve the problems. once the adaptive shape

recognition system is built

Chapter 4 describes the principles behind and properties of artificial neural

networks. A neural networks software program was designed for the shape recognition

system study. The neural network's structure. the number of layers, and the number of

neurons in each layer. can be freely defined by the user. The flexibility of this software

makes it easier to implement in the adaptive shape recognition system.

Chapter 5 delineates the adaptive shape recognition system structure which used

lAS, CPLSD (or PLSD) as preprocessors and the neural network as a robust and adaptive

classifier. Also this chapter demonstrates how to train the adaptive shape recognition

system. The training algorithm used makes the system able to recognize a shape with

•
NIH Image is a pubblic domain Macintosh program for digital image processing and analysis. It

can acquire, display. edit, enhance. analyze. print, and animate gray scale and color images. It reads and
writes TIFF. PICT. and MacPaint tile formats. Image edge traeing is one function of tbis software. All the
edge tiles used in this thesis were ttaced using NIH image processing software. TIFF was selected as the
format for image tiles.
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different orientations. The test processing was carried out after the system was trained with

different parameters of CPLSD . .It shows that the whole system has the strong ability to

recover the occlusion of the shapes, and according to it one can easily select the best

parameters for CPLSD.

Chapter 6 presents a brief summary of the research and its conclusions.

Appendix A presents some software programs, and Appendix B presents some

system training results.



2. Segmentation of the Leaf Image

2.1 Introduction

The process of separating leaves in an image into individual objects is called

segmentation of the leaves. Each object produced from segmentation processing

corresponds to a physical leaf in an image. The segmentation process digitizes the 2D

objects and produces a set of restructured data for further leaf classification. The

segmented objects are used by shape descriptors or transformation programs in the shape

recognition system.

The object boundaries in an image are important; the segmentation process is based

on boundaries. The leaves in a real world image have been transformed from 3D objects

into 2D objects. Some information is lost during this processing, hence the leaf boundaries

in the image are not the same as the three dimensional boundaries. Nevertheless, the object

boundaries in an image still represent most leaf characteristics. Leaf separation in an image

is extremely important for the system to recognize the individual leaf shapes.

This chapter introduces an Internal Area Separator (lAS). The lAS can separate the

leaves in the image, and is based on the continuous edge traced by the NIH Image

processing software.

2.2 Original Data of the Project

The data source of this project was an image of the leaves. They were captured by

12
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a digital video camera, and were saved in TIFF file format which can be processed by NIH

image processing software. Potentially, the leaves in an image may be of different types.

They may occlude each other. They may also have different sizes, even if they are the

same kind of leaves. They may have different orientations. Noise effects on the leaves

may come from the leaf variations themselves, environment backgrounds, and uneven

lighting conditions. All these effects must be taken into account in order to avoid system

performance degradation.

Many kinds of leaves appear in the natural world. Leaf shapes are basic plant

characteristics. Leaf shape recognition is an important step towards recognizing the plant

For this work, three types of tree leaves (Type I, Type IT, and Type ill: in Figure 2.2) with

different shapes have been selected as the recognizing objectsin order to study the ,adaptive

shape recognition system performance. The tree leaves used in this project were selected

from different trees on campus of the University of Saskatchewan, and they are all mature

leaves. In Type I, the leaf has a shape similar to the longitudinal section.of an egg, with the

broader end at the base, and sharper at the tip. It is called an ovate leaf in botany. For

Type IT, the leaf has a shape which narrows and tapers like the head of a iance. It has a

broader end at the base and a narrow, long, and sharp end at the tip of the leaf. Type IT is .

called a lanceolate leaf in botany. Finally, in Type ill, the leaf has the shape of the

longitudinal section of an egg with the broad end at the tip and relatively sharper end at the

base. It is called an obovate leaf.

The leaves were selected that could able to test a shape recognition system's

abilities. The shape of type IT leaf is very different than the shapes of type I and type ill

leaves, the type IT's shape is much longer than the other two types', so the system's

classification result for the type IT leaf will be able to show the ability of the shape

recognition system to classify the leaves which have very different shape. The type I and

type ill leaves have very similar shape, so the system's classification result for type I and
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typemwill show the system's ability to classify the leaves which have very similar shape.

There are nine leaves in Figure 2.1 representing the three leaf types with three leaves from

each type. No matter whether the leaves are of the same type or not, all the leaves have

their own orientations, sizes, and they are isolated from each other. Because the plant

recognition problem is very practical, the image of the leaves may be taken from a real

plant. In this case, it is impossible to obtain the leaf images in which the leaves are

absolutely isolated from each other. First of all, the leaves are connected to their plants.

Secondly, leaf occlusion is common when plant images are taken. Therefore, the shape

recognition system must be ableto process an image containing leaves with occlusion.

Figure 2.3 represents five leaves; two of them belong to Type I; two, of Type II; one, of

Typem (for the types of leaves, see Figure 2.4). Comparing Figure 2.3 with Figure 2.1

shows that the leaves in Figure 2.3 are overlapping; therefore, some leaf images are

corrupted by others. Figure 2.3 is an image representing the common plant leaves with

occlusion. One of the major taskS for our system is to recognize leaves in images such as

Figure 2.3.

2.3 Edge Detection

Pattern separation in a multiple pattern image is the first step in this shape

recognition system. The Internal Area Separator (lAS) used in this thesis is based on the

pattern edges in an image. Hence finding the leaf's edge in an image is essential for the

following steps. Practically speaking, the edge detection task is to find the positions in an

image where its intensities change discontinuously. A binary pixel is used to represent an

edge point. The collection of those points will represent the physical object shapes.

Usually, these points are the leaf boundaries in the 2D image (see Figure 2.2), but they are

corrupted when the leaves overlap each other (see Figure 2.4). The continuity oneaf edges
is a basic requirement for lAS operation.
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Figure 2.1 Three leaf types image

Figure 2.2 Edge image of three leaf types
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Figure 2.3 Occluded leaves image

Figure 2.4 Edges image of occluded leaves
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The edges of the image, uch as in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4, are detected using

the NIH image software. Figure 2.2 shows edges of the image in Figure 2.1, and each

closed edge represents a leaf. Here the boundaries of each leaf are very clear; there are no

occlusions, since the leaves are well isolated from each other. Figure 2.4 represents the

edges of the imagein Figure 2.3. The leaf overlapping makes the leaf edges connect to

each other, and all leaves stack together. Some leaf boundaries areseriously corrupted (see

the central Type n ovate leaf in Figure 2.4). Both figures show that a certain amount of

noise appears on the leaf boundaries or somewhere within the image. Thisis caused by the

uneven distribution of reflected light intensity or variations in the leaves themselves. Some

dark pixels appear inside the leaves due to the leafs veins. These edges do' not contribute

to shape recognition, so we also consider them as noise. Occlusions and noise are

problems to be considered in the following chapter.

2.4 Separating Leaves in an Image

Separating leaves in an image into individual objects is the first step of leaf

recognition. The leaves in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4 are not separated yet. They exist as

two whole images. To recognize an individual leaf in an image, we must get the separated

individual leaf shape. The shape is presented by its boundary. Because the leaves may

overlap each other, the separator used must have the ability to handle both isolated and

overlapped cases of leaves (Figure 2.1 to Figure 2.4). The separated objects can then be

further processed by the following shape descriptor system, and fairly recognized.

2.4.1' Separadon Method Based on the Edge Image

Edges can accurately represent the object boundaries when the objects in an image

are isolated. Figure 2.2 is the edge image of isolated leaves corresponding to Figure 2.1.

One separation method is to trace the external leaf edges. The edges that the'separator

traces are expected to be the boundaries of each leaf. This method is suitable for images as
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in Figure 2.2. In one way or another, if an image is taken from a real plant, then the leaves

.
are connected either by a branch of the plant or by leaf occlusion. This makes the

separation tasks difficult to complete and the recognition system depends on this

separation. Therefore, this method .is only practical for images that have completely

isolated patterns.

The second separation method searches the internal edge of the closed area. In

Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, the leaf edges intersect each other; therefore, the whole external

edge represents more than one leaf in this case. Also, there are a variety ofways for leaves

to overlap. It is difficult to find a universal rule to recognize the leaves using the contour

line of overlapped leaves. On the other hand, the enclosed areas in the edge image

represent the corresponding leaf shape. The closed edgemeans a leaf edge is continuous.

This is the basic operational condition. Since this second method can overcome the

intersection of other leaves' edges, it is suitable for both overlapped and isolated patterns.

Thus, this thesis uses the latter separationmethod to separate leaves in an image.

2.4.2 Internal Area Separator (lAS)

If the leaf edges in an image are continuous, then the Internal Area Separator (lAS)

can obtain not only the contour lines of isolated patterns, but also the contour lines of

patterns which have already been corrupted with·other patterns in the edge image. Thus,

lAS can separate the leaves' in the image successfully.

The lAS principle is to detect and follow the closed area internal edge; Figure 2.S

demonstrates the lAS principle. Figure 2.S(a) shows the X-Y coordinate system that lAS

works in. Figure 2.S(b) shows that any pixel has only eight neighborhoods. Therefore,

there are only eight possible directiolis along the edge in order to move to the next pixel.

. For the convenience of computer processing, the eight directions are numbered from 0 to 7.

These eight directions and their central pixel point PP, which always sits on the last
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detected edge pixel, form a lAS direction detect _may. Through certain edge processing,

the lAS can get the direction of the next movement (DNM). The direCtion of the last

movement (DLM) means the direction ofmovement from the last edge pixel to the present

edge pixel. Both DNM and DLM are represented by the neighborhood number of the

direction.

The process of searching for the DNM is a key function of the lAS. Figure 2.S(c)

is an example case of the search processing. Of the sixteen pixels presented in this figure,

only four black pixels are the edge pixels that the lAS needs to follow. Suppose the last

movement was from a32 to 823, then the DLM is equal to 2 The PP of lAS is now seated

on pixel 823 of the image. To find the DNM, the lAS loads the eight neighbors of 823 into

its direction detect may. Thus the pixels a12, a13, a14, 824, a34, a33,_ a32, and 822 are

located at the cells 0 through 7 of the direction detect array respectively.

The direction to startDNM search is very important If the starting search direction

(SSD) is not correct, the lAS might jump around some pixels and would not follow the

object edge. In Figure 2.S(c), because the DLM was 2, the SSD should not be direction 6

(which points to the a32 from 823), otherwise lAS would turn backwards to the point

where it came from. The SSD should not be direction S (which point to a33 from 823),

since a33 is not an edge pixel; otherwise the last lAS movement should have been a move

to this point Therefore. the lAS' SSD starts at direction 4 (which points to a34 from 823).

The relationship between DLM and SSD is shown in equation 2.1.

{DIM
+ 2,

SSD=
DIM-6,

DLMSS

DLM > S·····················································
..(2.1)

Because the SSD andDLM are equal to 4 and 2 respectively, the lAS only needs to

search the 823's DNM direction of 4,3,2, 1,0, 7, 6 sequentially. The anti clockwise

searching will stop when the lAS finds the edge pixel which it just came from. For the

particular example in Figure 2.S(c), the lAS stopped at the DNM=I, since al3 is the next
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edge pixel. Figure 2.5(d) shows the step arrays and direction array of the lAS. The step

arrays can indicate the step values in X and Y coordinates for the next lAS movement.

Eight sets ofX and Y steps are possible. After the lAS decides in which edge direction to

go from the present PP. the lAS will take one step forward in that direction. If the PP

coordinate is set to (xpp. yPp) before the movement. then the new 'PP coordinate (x"pp.
y'"pp) after the movement is shown in Equation 2.2.

{
. .

x pp = x + xDNM where xDNM = -1.O.orl

ipp =Y;+ YDNM YDNM = -1.O.orl····································( 2.2)

2.4.3 Usage of lAS in recognidon system

To separate the leaves using lAS. a start point must be found. This point should be

a pixel on the edge of the object. The edge image is a threshold image. which means that

the pixel values are either 256 (black) or 0 (white). Because there are only two values

presented in the image. the value "I" is to represent the points which have pixel value of

256. and "0" to represent the points.ihat have pixel value O. The points with the pixel value .

of "I" are the object edges. Therefore. the start point defmition for the lAS is a point

which has the pixel value of "I" and its neighborhood on the right side has the pixel value

of "0". The (x.y) coordinate values of this point are sent to the lAS's PP array, and they

are also saved as the end mark of the lAS operation when the lAS gets back to this point.

The biggest image size in this project is 64Ox480 pixels. To find the start point

within so many pixels is time-consuming. Instead of scanning the whole image pixel by

pixel. an effective way is to only scan a certain number of lines in the image. The distance

between two scan lines is selected according to the smallest leaf size for which the system

is trying to recognize. If the height of the smallest leaf is known (maximum value in x

direction in Figure 2.5(a». then the distance of the two scan lines should be less than this

value. since it is necessary to make sure that the system would not miss any leaves in the
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image.

The lAS's task is to find an internal edge of a closed area. From the initial process

of finding the lAS start point. it is impossible to know whether the start point is an internal

edge pixel of a closed area; also from the process of searching the edge, the lAS does not

know if the edge traced is an internal edge of a closed area. The only way to distinguish

between the internal and external edge is that the lAS returns information on the total

turning angle for that edge. The total turning angle is calculated during the lASts

processing.

When the lAS traces the edge of an object, it knows the direction to go in each step

and also knows the last step's direction which made the lAS move to the present point.

The angle difference between these two directions will represent the edge turning angle for

each step of the lAS's operation. Since we have defmed the direction numbers DNM and

DLM, the edge turning angle is calculated as follows:

aj =DNMj - DIM;

f3; = {::,-
8,

a; +8, a, <-4,

aj >2.

2� aj �-4. , ( 2.3)

;=n
(/J = "Lf3;

;=1
i = 1.2.3, ...•n

where <Xi is the edge turning angle in the i-th step of the lAS operation directly calculated by

using DNM and DLM. and Pi is the corrected edge turning angle in the i-th step of the lAS

operation. obtained by adjusting <Xi. When <Xi is greater than 2. the anti clockwise

movement from DLM to DNM crosses direction "0." the lAS adjusts the <Xi by "-8" for Pi.

When the <Xi is less than -4. the clockwise movement from DLM to DNM crosses direction

"0," the lAS adjusts <Xi by "+8" for Pi. Finally, fl> is the total edge turning angle

accumulated during the whole lAS operation, where "n" represents the total steps that lAS
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needed for that trace.

The total turning angle (b is a positive number if lAS traces an internal edge of a

closed area. A negative number for (b tells the system that the lAS traced an external edge

of an object. Thus the system knows that the edge traced using lAS is the internal edge of

a leaf, according to the sign of the total turning angle. This information is returned with the

total pixel edge number "n".

The useful information returned from lAS is important to the leaf recognition

system. Other than the internal edge of the object, the simple characteristics of the object

and the total pixel number of the internal edge are returned. These simple characteristics are

the maximum and minimum for both the x and the y coordinates of the object The system

uses this information to compare each of the lAS operation results in order to ensure that

the edge does not repeat the previously separated object, avoiding duplication of the shape

description process, and saving in computing time. The total number of edge pixels is a

signed value; the absolute value represents the total number of edge pixels of the leaf, and a

positive sign represents that the edge traced was an internal edge; otherwise; it is an

external edge. Only the internal, non-repeating edges of the object are kept for the shape

description operation.

Figure 2.6 shows the separation results from Figure 2.4. All leaves are separated

in this image. The individual leaves can now be processed by the shape descriptor. This .

result shows that if the image edge is continuous, then the lAS can separate the object in an

image even if the objects are overlapped. However, it also shows that the shape of

separated leaves obtained using lAS may be corrupted seriously. The lAS can not recover

the occlusion which has been caused by the overlapping of leaves (In the Type Il leaf in the

central part of Figure 2.6). Some distortions in the leaf shape are caused by the leaf's

veins. Thus, the next task for the system is to find a shape descriptor which can overcome
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Figure 2.6 Separated leaves

The separated result shows that some of the noise presented in the non-separated

image (Figure 2.3) disappeared in the separated image (Figure 2.6). This results since the

system sets an object threshold number for the minimum required total pixel edge number..

This condition limits the noise effect to the leaf recognition system. The threshold value

has to be carefully decided according to the leaf size,

2.5 Summary

This chapter described an lAS which can separate the leaves in an image. The lAS

operation is based on the continuous edge of an object which needs separation. and it is

important for the lAS to operate correctly. The internal edge is used to represent the leaf
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shape. Some shape distortion may occur because of the lear s veins, the noise in the

image, and the leaves overlapping each other. These problems are expected to be solved by

the subsequent pattern recognition system processing.



3. Shape Description

3.1 Introduction

Recognizing a shape in an image is the task of the adaptive shape recognition

system. Shape descriptors. used in the system. reduce a two-dimensional shape to one or

more vectors. The vectors may present the shape in a different space. and the vector

coefficients describe the characteristics of the shape. Therefore. the vectors. or the

coefficients. are sensitive to the shape of an object, and the system can recognize the shape

using them. Many types of shape descriptors have been developed to study and to

implement pattern recognition.[Dougher. and Loce, 1990] [Duda, and Hart. 1972]

Selecting a suitable shape descriptor can improve the performance of the shape recognition

system. This chapter introduces a new type of shape descriptor: PLSD (Projection Length

Shape Descriptor), and an advanced shape descriptor CPLSD (Conditional Projection

Length Shape Descriptor) which is developed based on the PLSD. The principles of these

shape descriptors are introduced here. along with a discussion of their properties which aid

in understanding the descriptor's function. Also presented here is a study of how each of

the descriptors is used to describe basic geometric shapes. and leaves.

3.2 Projection Length Shape Descriptor (PLSD)

This descriptor is based on projection lengths of a shape at different angles in the

same coordinate system. The projection length sequences are used to represent the

characteristics of the shape. It also has the strong ability to recover occlusions for a convex

shape. The shape descriptor operation is based on the pixels of the separated shape. A

26
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certain amount of edge discontinuity in a separated shapewill not affect the result when the

discontinuity does not affect the characteristics of the shape.

3.2.1 Prindple of PLSD

The Projection Length Shape Descriptor (PLSD) can transfer 2D pixel based objects

to a series of Projection Length Sequences (PLS). Suppose the object is in an X-Y

coordinate system, and the orientation of the projection is notchanged. Figure 3.1 shows

the principle of PLSD. The PLSD projects each pixel of the object to the X axis. The

projection length is calculated using Equation 3.1.

y
yl

Projection
length in X

XI

Figure 3.1 Projection length shape descriptor

PL= max{Px. }�min{Px.}', '

(3.1)
i = O,],2, ... ,M-1.
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p
x. is the projection of the i-th pixel (xi,yi) on the X axis, M is the number of pixels in,

the object. and maxl} and minO are the maximum and minimum value operators

respectively. PL represents the projection length of the object in its current orientation. If
.

.

the object is moved anywhere in the same coordinate system. without any rotation (no

change on object's orientation). the projection length PL will be the same value (see Figure

3.1 and Equation 3.1). If the object rotates. the orientation of the object is changed and the

projection length of the object on the X axis mayor may not change. depending on the

shape of the object Consequently. the projection length depends on both the object's

shape and its orientation in the X-Y plane. To represent the global information of a shape

by using projection length. the PLSD rotates the object through a series of angles je, thus.

obtaining a series ofPL sequences (PLS). The j-th projection length sequence is PLSlj)

and

PLS(j) = max{xi cosU6) - Yi sin(j6)}
- min{xi cos(j6) - Yi sin(j6)}.

6=!!..
N'

i = O.I.2•...•M-1,
j = O.I,2, ... ,N -1,

................................... � (3.�)

where {xi. Yi} is the coordinate of the i-th pixel of the object, and N is the number of PLS

for the object. M is the number ofpixels of the object, and je is the discrete rotation angle.

Equation 3.2 shows that instead of rotating the object, PLSD effectively rotates the

coordinate system, although the PLS calculated in this way is the same as would be

obtained by rotating the object. After the object is rotated by 71: radians, the PLS of the
N-J

object repeats. Therefore. only one period of PLS is used. that is the IPLS(j). where
j=O

j=O indicates the rotation angle is zero and j=N-l indicates the rotation angle is 71:. Thus

Equation 3.2 only calculates the PLS of the object from 0 to 71:.

For two objects with the same shape but different orientation in the same coordinate
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system. the PLSD gives the same periodic PLS with a different phase. The phase will

represent the angular difference in orientation. The representation of the object's

orientation will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.

Un-normalized PLS makes recognition difficult when the objects have the same

shape but different size. If it is only necessary to recognize the shape and ignore the size of

the shape. normalized PLS is very useful. The PLS can be normalized when each PLSG)
N-J

is divided by the maximum value among the ,!PLS(j). then the PLS only represents the
j-O

shape of the object and is not affected by its size. The normalized PLS is used in the

adaptive shape recognition system.

Because the projection length calculated uses the minimum and maximum values of

pixel projections. most pixels whose projection falls between the minimum and maximum

projections of pixels have no effect on the calculation of the projection length. Since this

project uses lAS (see previous chapter) to separate the leaves. and it assumes the leaf edges

are clear when occlusions occur. then most occlusions are represented by concave

properties of a shape (see Figure 2.S in Chapter 2). The projection of these concave pixels

fall between the minimum and maximum projections of pixels in most cases. hence the

concave property in the shape does not affect the result of the projection length (see

Equation 3.2). This property makes the descriptor ideally suited for recovering concave

occlusions from a convex shape. This is an advantage of using PLSD to represent convex

shapes. On the other hand. it eliminates all concave properties of a shape during

description. and makes the descriptor poorly suited when trying to obtain distinguishable

results for some shapes which do have concave properties.

When the PLSD is used to represent a shape which has both convex and concave

properties. the PLS of the shape only represents the convex properties of the shape. It

seems that PLSD equalizes the shape which has both properties to a shape which only has
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the convex properties of the original shape. This shape can be called a convex equalized

shape. Certainly, the equalized shape is a distortion of the original shape, but for purposes

of recognizing shapes, those distortions can be ignored if the shapes in different classes

have different equalized shapes.

Another advantage ofPLSD is that it calculates the projection length by processing

the individual pixels of a shape, hence the pixels which represent the shape do not

necessarily need to be continuous. The PLSD can only process objects one at a time, so

the objects in an image have to be separated before the PLSD processing.

3.2.2 Describing Basic Geometric Shapes Using PLSD

One important factor in grading a shape descriptor is its ability to give an accurate

shape description, which is distinguishable for different shapes. Thismeans the difference

in description results should represent the difference of the shapes, and the description

results could be used to recognize shapes. The basic geometric shapes that are shown in

Figure 3.2 were used to investigate PLSD's ability to describe shapes. The shapes in this

figure are: (a) line, (b) equilateral triangle. (c) square, (d) hexagon, (e) pentagon, (f) circle,

(g) ellipse. The PLSD description results for these geometric shapes were used to evaluate

the abilities of the shape descriptor.

These shapes were processed by the PLSD as input images. The selected

projection number N of PLSD was 64. The normalized PLS for each geometric shape are

shown in Figure 3.3 to 3.10. Figure 3.3 shows the normalized projection sequences of all

seven geometric shapes. It shows that, for most of the shapes in Figure 3.2, PLSD gives

description results which make the shapes distinguishable from each other. Still, .the

description results for shapes (b) and (d) are similar. Actually, they are exactly the same

from a mathematical view point, and the small difference between them is due to the effect

of the noise on the edges. The mathematical 'proof showing that the PLSD's results are
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identical for shapes (b) and (d), is given in the next section. Other than shapes (b) and (d),

the PLSD gives clearly distinguishable results for all of the shapes.

(a) (b) (cl

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 3.2 Basic shapes of patterns

The description results for each shape in Figure 3.2 are presented separately in

Figures 3.4 to 3.10. The curve of the PLSD output for a line has a very deep notch (see

Figure 3.4). PLSD gives a PLS with two peaks for the square shape (see Figure 3.6) and

five peaks for the pentagon (see Figure 3.8). The PLSD output for the circle of course is a

straight line (see Figure 3.9). Figure 3.10 shows the output result for the ellipse, the depth

of the curve notch depends on the ratio of the two axes of the 'ellipse. The ratio is defined

as the short axis divided by the long axis of the ellipse. Its value is less than one, and the

smaller the ratio, the deeper the notch.
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Projection Sequence
Figure 3.9 PLS of pattern (I)
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Figure 3.10 PLS of pattern (g)

3.2.3 Identity of PLSD's Description Results for Equilateral Triangle and

Hexagon

The identical description results for the equilateral triangle and the hexagon was

mentioned in Section 3.2.2, and is mathematically shown here. Figure 3.11 shows the

process of applying the PLSD operation on the equilateral triangle. The triangle is rotated
.

through 7t radians. It was assumed that one vertex of the triangle would be placed at point

o of the X- Y coordinate system (the position of the triangle does not affect the final result

of PLSD operation). 9 is the rotation angle of the object. The dashed-line equilateral

triangle shape
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Figure 3.11 Projection process of triangle shape
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represents the original position of the equilateral triangle before rotation. The triangle's

equilateral sides were set to the size "a", thus the three sides take turns acting as the

projection length.

Four cases are shown in Figure 3.11, and (a) shows the case where the rotation

angle is less than !!... Here the projection length is represented by
. 6

Tr
PL=acos8, where OS; 8<-.

6

When the rotation angle is within [
Tr

, !!..], the second triangle side is used for the
62.

projection length (see Figure 3.11 (b». The projection length then is

Tr Tr Tr
PL=acos(--8), where -s 8<-.

3 6 2

When the rotation angle is within [ ; , 5; ], the third triangle 'side is used for the

projection length. as represented by (see Figure 3.11 (cj):

PL = acos(2Tr - 8). where
Tr
S 8 <

5Tr

3 2 6
.

Finally. when the rotation angle is within [ 5Tr. Tr). the projection length uses the first side
6

once again and is represented as (see Figure 3.11 (d»:

PL = acos(n - 8) = acos 8, where
5Tr

S 8 < Tr.
6

Therefore, Equation 3.3 was derived. Equation 3.3 summarizes the whole PLSD

processing operation, and it shows that the maximum value of projection length is a. If the

whole equation is divided by a, the result gives the normalized projection length for an

equilateral triangle describing by Equation 3.4.
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OS 8< =,
n n
-S8<-
6 2'

.................................................(3.3)
!!..S9<5n
2 6

•

5n

(;S8<n.

!!..S 8<!!..
6 2'
n 5n

(3.4)
-S8<-
2 6

'

5n

7S8<n.

Figure 3.l2 shows the PLSD process operation for the hexagon. Similarly. we can

obtain the formula of its projection length by Equation 3.5.

PL=
bcos(!! - 8),

3

2n
'

bcos(j-8),
bcos(n-8)

bcos8, OS8< =,
n n
-S8<-
6 2'
n 5n

(3.5)
-S8<-
2 6

'

5n
(;S8<n.

Where b = a + 2acos �. The normalized form ofEquation 3.5 is shown by Equation 3.6:
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Figure 3.12 Projection process of bexagon
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Thus, Equation 3.4 representing the projection length of the equilateral triangle

shape and Equation 3.6 representing the hexagon shape are of the same form. That means

the PLSD can not distinguish these two shapes.

3.3 Conditional Projection Length Shape Descriptor

The previous shape descriptor (PLSD) can not distinguish some shapes, e.g., it

would not distinguish an equilateral triangle from a hexagon. PLSD is only sensitive to the

convex property of a shape, not concave property. These disadvantages, inherent in the

principle of PLSD, limit its application. Thus, a conditional projection length shape

descriptor (CPLSD), based on PLSD, was developed to eliminate these limitations, make

the descriptor more suitable for various convex and concave shapes, and retain the

advantages ofPLSD after the improvement

3.3.1 Principle of Conditional Projection Length Shape Descriptor

(CPLSD)

A shape descriptor should present a description result that responds to all

properties of a shape. Properties of shape usually are combinations of convex and concave

properties. Based on the principle of PLSD (see Figure 3.1 and Equation 3.2), this

descriptor emphasizes the convex properties of the shape rather than the concave properties

by always taking the maximum projection length at each rotation angle (see Equation 3.2).

The resulting concave properties of a shape are ignored during the shape description

process. It is the ignorance of concave properties of the shape that makes PLSD can not

distinguish the shape (b) and (d) in Figure 3.2. Adding a special condition to PLSD can

make it recognize concave properties of shapes, and this new shape descriptor is called

conditional projection length shape descriptor (CPLSD). The principle of CPLSD is

discussed as follows.

Suppose that a shape is located in the X-Y coordinate system. lust as the PLSD
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operation was described. CPLSD is based on the geometric shape's projection length on

the X axis. X'-Y' is another coordinate system that represents the X-Y coordinate system

rotated j8 degrees (see Figure 3.13). The rotation of the coordinate system also simulates

the rotation of the object By doing this. instead of rotating the object. CPLSD can get the

geometric shape's global information represented by its CPLS (the conditional projection

length sequence).

Projection
length in Y

�
Y

yl

Center of
projection
length in Y c

Projection
band width

x

Projection
length in X

XI

Figure 3.13 Conditional projection shape descriptor

In the PLSD operation process. after the object's coordinates rotated a certain angle,

the PLSD projected all pixels on to the X axis. representing object shape. Then the

projection length was calculated using Equation 3.2. However. the projection length only

represented the convex shape property. since it used max { }. and min { } for all pixels at that

rotated projection angle. Some concave shape properties are ignored in this PLSD

operation. To eliminate these disadvantages. CPLSD was developed by adding a

condition. the projection bandwidth (see Figure 3.13).
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Instead of only projecting the pixels to the X axis as in PLSD. the CPLSD projects

the pixels to the Y axis first, then CPLSD projects only some conditional pixels to the X

axis according to the projection bandwidth. The conditional pixels mean the pixels which

are inside the projection bandwidth. Since the projection bandwidth (pBW) depends on the

object's Y axis projection length at the present orientation. a projection bandwidth ratio G is

set for the calculation of the PBW. The relationship among PBW. G. and Y axis projection

length is shown in Equation 3.7.

PBWj = uxPLSyU).
PLSy(j) =max{xisinj8+Yicosj8}

- min{xi sin j8 + Yi cos j8} (3.7)
i = 1.2.3•...•M

j = 1.2.3•...•N

where PLSyG) is the object's Y axis projection length when the coordinate system rotates
.

to je. PLSyG) may change when the coordinate system rotates. but this change will

depend on the object's shape. Parameter G is a constant ranging from 0 to 1 (0%-100%).

set before the CPLSD operation. Therefore. PBWj. the projection bandwidth when the

object's coordinates are rotated to jet depends on the object's shape and the rotation angle

of je. The center of the PBWj sits on the center ofPLSYG) (see Figure 3.13 and Equation

3.7). N is the number of projection length sequences; M is the number of pixels in an

object. and {xi.Yi} is the object's i-th pixel.

Having introduced the projection bandwidth. the X axis conditional projection

length sequences can be calculated for use in the shape recognize system. With the X-Y

coordinate system still rotated to jet instead of projecting all pixels of an object on the X

axis as in the PLSD operation. the CPLSD operation projects only the pixels which sit

within the projection bandwidth of PBWj. ignoring the other pixels of the object. Thus.

the formula to calculate the conditional projection sequence is as follows in Equation 3.8.
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CPLS(j) = max{xPBW.j cos(j8) - YPBW.j sin(j8)}J J

- min{xPBW.j cos(j8) - YPBW.j sin(j8)}. . (3.8)
J J

j = O.1.2•...•N -1.

where CPLSG) stands for conditional projection length sequence. {xPBWji�YPBWji} is

the i-th pixel which sits in the PBWj ofCPLSD. N is the number of conditional projection

sequences. e is the unit rotation angle. equal to Z.
3.3.2 Property of Conditional Projection Length Sequence

Similar to PLS. The CPLS repeats after the coordinate system rotates 7t radians. It

indicates that the CPLS has a period of 7t radians. Therefore. only the projection sequences

within 0 to 7t are used to recognize the objects' shape. In other words, only one period is

needed to represent the shape's global information.

The projection bandwidth ratio. 0', plays the key role when comparing the two
.

shape descriptors introduced (PLSD and CPLSD). The value of 0' will affect the CPLSD

result; the scale of the effect depends also on the shape being described.

With the projection bandwidth introduced, only the pixels in the CPLSD's PBW are

projected to the X axis. and only these pixels can affect CPLS. The pixels which represent

the shape concave properties now have a chance to affect the CPLS, but only when there

are no other convex property pixels inside the projection bandwidth. Thus. the effect of the

concave property pixels in the projection sequence, indicates that CPLSD can describe not

only the convex shape, but also the concave shape. This improvement makes CPLSD

more suitable for use in a shape recognition system.

3.3.3 The Effect of PBW on the CPLS of Shapes

Bandwidth is a very important element which affects the CPLS of a shape. To
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illustrate this point, this thesis used the basic geometric shapes which were shown in

Figure 3.2 to study the PBW effect on CPLS. The figures from Figure 3.14 to Figure

3.20 show the effects ofPBW(= G) on CPLSD for each basic shape respectively when o is

varied from 10% to 100%. They show that the shape's CPLS may change when parameter

G changes, depending also on the concave shape. Each line in the figures represents a set

of CPLS at a specific value of bandwidth ratio G. The projection sequence number, N, is

equal to 64.

Figure 3.14 shows a very large effect on a line (pattern (a) in Figure 3.2). The

CPLS curves, which represent the same object, are spread widely when the bandwidth

ratio G changes. The curve shapes of the CPLS are very similar to each other. This shows

that line (a) is very sensitive to the changes in CPLSD bandwidth ratio G. Similarly, the

equilateral triangle in Figure 3.15 (pattern (b) in Figure 3.2) is very sensitive to changes of

projection bandwidth ratio G; Even the shape of the projection length sequences curves

change very much. Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.20 represent the CPLS of the square and

ellipse respectively, showing that the two objects are both sensitive to the CPLSD

bandwidth ratio, although to a lesser degree.

Figure 3.17 shows CPLS curves for the hexagon (pattern (d) in Figure 3.2), when the

CPLSD's G changes. It shows that the change of G has less effect on the projection

sequences of the object; Figure 3.18 shows the CPLS curves for the pentagon (pattern (e)

in Figure 3.2) while the CPLSD G changes. It shows that the effects are very limited

except when G is equal to 10%. where the CPLS curve is very close to the circle's (pattern

(1) in Figure 3.2).

The conditional projection length sequences curves shown in Figure 3.19 represent

the circle (pattern (1) in Figure·3.2). This figure shows that the changes of CPLSD's G

have no effect on the circle.
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3.3.4 Selecting a Suitable Bandwidth for a Project

A shape recognition system requires a CPLSD that can describe shapes by giving

different projection length sequence to different shapes. Because the CPLSD bandwidth

can affect the shape's described result, selecting a suitable bandwidth is an important issue

in order to ensure that the CPLSD gives the desired description result for the shapes. The

basic geometric shapes from Figure 3.2 were used to display how the CPLSD can complete

its task through adjusting its projection bandwidth.

As was mentioned in Section 3.2.2. the PLSD could not distinguish the shapes (b)

and (d) in Figure 3.2. After the projection bandwidth was introduced to CPLSD. this

shape descriptor had a different sensitivity to each different shape for different PBW. It

gives the ability to select a suitable projection bandwidth ratio (J for the descriptor.

Selecting a PBW makes the CPLSD give distinguishable descriptions. which can not be

done by using PLSD. for the shapes.

The following discussion uses the figure obtained from Figure 3.21 to Figure 3.30.

Each figure has seven CPLS curves, and each curve in a figure represents a CPLS for a
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shape in Figure 3.2, respectively. Each figure shows how the CPLS of those shapes are

different from each other, when CPLSD has a particular projection bandwidth ratio.

Figure 3.21 shows the projection length when the descriptor bandwidth ratio (j is

10%. It clearly shows that shapes (b) and (d) are well distinguished, and there is no longer

a problem as there was in PLSD. This is a large achievement for a recognition system

using CPLSD. Moreover, this figure shows that the projection sequence for the pentagon

(e) is now very close to circle (0. This problem can also be discovered in Figure 3.18,

when (j is equal to 10%; the pentagon's projection sequence is almost a straight line, which

is the circle's CPLS curve characteristic. This may create a difficulty for recognizing

shapes (e) and (0.

Figure 3.22 through Figure 3.29, show the projection length sequence curves of

the geometric shapes in Figure 3.2 when the CPLSD projection bandwidth changes from

20% to 90%. They show that the projection length sequences' tend to change when the

descriptor PBW changes. It is clear that CPLSD gives projection length sequences that can

be used by a shape recognizing system to recognize all the shapes in Figure 3.2. This

means a projection bandwidth ratio from 20% to 90% is a suitable value for the recognition

system to recognize the shapes in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.30 shows the CPLS of CPLSD for the shapes in Figure 3.2 when the bandwidth

ratio (j is 100%. In this case, because there is 100% CPLSD bandwidth, all the pixels in

an object are used in the projection length sequences calculation,
. which means the CPLSD

and PLSD operations are exactly the same when the PBW is 100%. Therefore, comparing

Figure 3.30 with Figure 3.3, the curves in the two figures are identical. Shape (b) and (d)

once again can not be distinguished. These two figures clearly show the relationship of

PLSD and CPLSD, where PLSD is a special case ofCPLSD operation when the PBW of

CPLSD is equal to 100%.
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Figure 3.30 CPLS of basic shapes at 100% PBW

For a certain projection bandwidth ratio 0'. the greater the difference is among the

CPLS for the different shapes. the better the system is able to recognize those shapes. The

projection bandwidth ratio can be selected according to these figures. but only as a

preliminary decision. The fmal decision has to be made considering the whole system

performance at the PBW. The PBW selection also depends on the shapes of the objects.

The best way to select the PBW for CPLSD in a particular shape recognition system is to

train the whole system with different PBW. test the whole system after training. then select

the PBW which makes the system have the smallest recognition error. The process of

system training. testing. and PBW selection is discussed in Chapter 5.

3.4 Recovering Occlusion and Representation of Concave Shape

Because shape occlusion is represented by a concave shape property in most cases.

the problems in representing a concave shape and recovering shape occlusions are often

similar. On one hand •. the shape descriptor should represent a shape as truly as possible.

To do this. the descriptor is asked to represent the shape's convex and concave property

details. On the other hand. because shape occlusions are concave properties of a corrupted
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shape, the descriptor should ignore the corrupted shape occlusion parts during the

describing process. Accurate shape description and occlusion recovery are two opposite

tasks. For an object recognition system, the two tasks must be carefully balanced.

Three shapes are shown in Figure 3.31. Shape (a) is a hexagon, and shape (b) is

almost the same as shape (a), but one side has an occlusion. Shape (a) also can be viewed

as shape (b)'s convex equalization shape. According to the discussion in Section 3.2.1,

PLSD will give both shapes (a) and (b) the same description results. Shape (c) is the

equilateral triangle shape. According to the discussion in Section 3.2.3, the PLSD results

for shapes (a) and (c) also are the same. This means the projection sequence results are the

same for all three shapes if PLSD is used. Therefore, neither PLSD nor CPLSD with

100% PBW can be used to classify these three shapes.

(a) (b) (c)
equilateral
triangle

convex

shape
concave

shape

Figure 3.31 Normal shape and corrupted shape

To classify the shapes in Figure 3.31, it is necessary to use CPLSD, with a suitable

PBW. Selecting a suitable PBW for CPLSD is dependent upon the purpose of the system.

If the system is required to classify all three shapes (one is the Original shape, one is a

corrupted shape or the shape which has concave property, and the other one is the triangle
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shape). then CPLSDts projection bandwidth is selected small enough for the descriptor to

describe the shapes reflecting shape (b)ts concave property or occlusion part. Thus. it can

classify shape (a) and (c) as well as (b). If the system is trying to classify shapes (a) and

(b) into one class. and (c) into another class. then shape (b)ts occlusion should be ignored.

Therefore. the projection bandwidth has to be big enough to recover shape (bj's occluded

side. and small enough to recognize shape (c) from shapes (a) and (b).
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Figure 3.32 CPLS of shape Figure 3.31(b) with 10% to 100% PBW

Figure 3.32 shows shape (bl's projection sequence given by. CPLSD with the

projection bandwidth ratio a changing from 10% to 100%. Comparing this figure with

Figure 3.17. which shows the description results for a hexagon (same as shape (a».

demonstrates that the description results have a clear difference between shape (a) and (b)

when the projection bandwidth ratio is less than 30%. Figure 3.33 and 3.34 show all three

shapes description results when the PBW equals 10% and 20%. respectively.

demonstrating that the three patterns (a). (b). and (c) from Figure 3.31 are once again

distinguishable when a is less than 30%.

When the projection bandwidth ratio is equal to or greater than 30%. the description

results for shape (a) and (b) are identical (see Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.32), In this case.
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the CPLSD fails to give distinguishable results recognizing these two shapes. However,

when shape (b)'s concave property part is viewed as the result of shape (a) corruption, then

the shape descriptor accurately recovered from shape (b)'s occlusion. According to Figure

3.15 and Figures 3.21 to 3.30, it is clear that the triangle and hexagon can be distinguished

when (J is less than 100%. Thus to classify shapes (a) and (b) from shape (c). the

projection bandwidth ratio CJ must be greater than 30% and less than 100%. This shows

how parameter CJ has a very important effect on the CPLSD description result for certain

applications.
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Figure 3.33 CPLS of shape (a), (b), (c) in Figure 3.31 with 10% PBW
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Figure 3.34 CPLS of shape (a), (b), (c) in Figure 3.31 with 20% PBW
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Since shapes (a). (b). and (c) can be classified in different ways by selecting a

PBW that is not equal to 100%. CPLSD provides more freedom when building a shape

recognition system. The adjustment of PBW can increase or decrease the shape

descriptor's ability to describe the shape concave property. and provide the ability to

recover from shape occlusions.

3.5 Orientation of an Object

Another important issue for the pattern recognition system is the pattern's

orientation. The system must have the ability to recognize patterns regardless of their

orientations. Therefore. studying this property is very important for the recognition

system.

Ellipse

E ).
(a) (b)

Figure 3.35 Patterns with different orientation

Figure 3.35 shows two identical ellipses with an orientation difference of! (or
4

450). Figure 3.36 shows the CPLSD description result for these two ellipses when the

projection bandwidth rate is 100%. The two curves have the same shape but a phase
difference of !. the same as the orientation difference. This shows that the orientation

4

difference between two shapes leads only to a phase different in the projection sequence

curves.
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Figure 3.36 CPLSD's representation of the orientation

3.6 Representation of Leaves Using CPLSD

Using CPLSD to represent leaf shapes is an important task for this whole

recognition system. Because the CPLSD PBW has an important description result effect,

selecting a suitable PBW for a real application can improve the system performance. The

PBW selection usually depends on which shapes the system needs to recognize, and the

project requirement, such as the ability to recover occlusions.

3.6.1 Representation of Leaf Sbape Using CPLSD

As mentioned in the previous chapter, this project uses three leaf types to test the

system. To make the system work best. it is essential to study CPLSD's representation of

the three leaf types when the PBW changes. Figure 3.37 shows the three leaf types:

Ll(Type I). L2(Type Il), and L3(Type III). The leaf edges are also corrupted by a certain

amount of noise.

Figure 3.38 (a) shows the description results for leaf Ll using CPLSD when the

PBW changes from 10% to 100%. The curves spread at the large curvature when plotted
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for different PBW. The central curves' parts are quite stable for different PBWs. Figure

3.38 (b) gives the description results for leaf L2. These curve shapes are very different .

when compared with leaf Ll's. The curves also separate when the PBW changes. This
.

spreading has less of a negative effect on the recognition system. since the description

results continue to show a good difference between Ll's and L2's. Figure 3.38 (c)

illustrates the description results for leaf L3. These results are very close to leaf Ll's, and

also show that leafL3 has less sensitivity to PBW changes than do leaves Ll and L2.

L1 L2 L3

�igure 3.37 Samples of three leaf types

From the description curves for these three leaves. leaf L2's description result is

always much different compared with leaf Ll's and L3's. Therefore. the PBW value does

not create a problem for the system to recognize leaf L2 from leaves LI and L3. The final

test result for the shape recognition system later in Chapter 5 also shows this, The

description curves for L 1 and L3 are very close to each other since the leaves are similar in

shape. but it is still possible to see that the basic curve shapes are different. The shape

recognition system may be able to recognize the leaf shapes with any PBW value at a

different recognition rate. To get the best recognition rate for the system. selecting a certain

CPLSD PBW c� distance the two description results from each other. since the shapes
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Figure 3.38 (d) CPLS of three leaves at 2O� PBW

have different PBW sensitivities. Figure 3.38 (d) shows the description results for the

three leaf types when the PBW is equal to 20%. To decide on the best PBW value for the

system, the whole systems' final testing results must be studied.

3.6.2 Recover the occlusion of a leaf using CPLSD

Recovering the shape occlusion is another important task for shape description.

The leaf shapes can be corrupted from noise or some other patterns (see Figure 2.3).

CPLSD can recover some occlusions which did not eliminate a more important shape

characteristic. From the projection theory view point, the characteristics of a shape are

represented by the shape's convex points. If most convex points exist, then the occluded

part can be recovered. Because the ability to recover an occlusion has a strong relationship

to the CPLSD PBW, once again, a suitable PBW must be selected for a certain project,

Figure 3.39 shows two leaves; leaf A is an original leaf which has a full shape

without occlusions. Leaf B is absolutely the same as leaf A, but it has been occluded by

other leaves just as in Figure 2.3. Figures 3.40 (a)-(g) show how the occlusion can be

recovered by selecting a parameter CPLSD PBW. Figure 3.40 (a) demonstrates that leaf
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B's occlusions make the description results significantly different from leaf A's when the

PBW equals 10%. These description results show that it is very difficult to recognize leaf

B as being leaf A. To reduce the occlusion's effect on leaf B's description result, the PBW

is increased. Figure 3.40 (b). (c). (d). (e). (0. and (g) show the occlusion's tendency to

affect the description results for leaf A and B when the PBW is 20%. 30%. 40%.50%.

60% and 70% respectively. When the PBW increases. the occlusion effect on leaf B

reduces. When PBW is equal to 70%. most of the occlusion has been recovered. That

means the occlusions can be recovered by selecting PBW from 70% to 100%.

Leaf A LeafS

Figure 3.39 Occlusion of a leaf

The PBW value represents two important characteristics of the shape descriptor;

that is. how detailed the descriptor describes the shape and the ability of the. descriptor to

recover the shape from occlusions or noise. When the PBW is very small. the descriptor

will describe a shape in great detail. This can make. the descriptor sensitive to the noise of a

shape. and less able to recover from an occlusion. When the PBW is large. the descriptor

has the ability to recover from an occlusion. but the shape ·description also has less detail.
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especially for the concave property of a shape. Sometimes this descriptormay confuse two

different shapes which the system needs to recognize.
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Therefore a suitable PBW is very important for a shape recognition system. Both abilities

depend on the requirement of a shape recognition system. The selecting of PBW must

balance these two abilities according to the requirement A suitable PBW can improve the

overall performance of the system. The details of selecting the PBW parameter is described

in Chapter 5 later.

3.7 Summary

This thesis uses the conditional projection length shape descriptor (CPLSD) to

describe shapes. Through comparing the CPLSD with the projection length shape

descriptor (PLSD). the advantage of the CPLSD is shown. That is. the CPLSD can

describe not only convex shapes but also concave shapes. CPLSD was able to give

distinguishable description results for shapes which the PLSD was not by adjusting the

CPLSD projection bandwidth (PBW). This chapter also gave a brief view on how the

shape descriptor represents the object's orientation and how the PBW affects the

descriptor's abilities to describe a concave shape or to recover a shape's occlusions. The

application of the CPLSD in leaf shape description was presented. showing that the

CPLSD is able to give a distinguishable description to different kinds of leaf shapes.



4. Neural Networks

4.1 Introduction

An extraordinary variety of leaf shapes appear in the natural world. This project's

objective is to develop an adaptive shape recognition system for recognizing various leaf

shapes. The system should adapt to the leaf shapes that a particular application requires,

then it should recognize these shapes with robust ability. To build the system having both

adaptive and robust abilities, the system must have a classifier which has these qualities.

Therefore, after the shape descriptor is selected, the main task in building the system is

focused on designing a desired classifier.

Neural network approaches to image recognition have been used increasingly in

recent years. A feed-forward neural network can perform as a classifier which has both

adaptive and robust abilities [Hopfield,1982]. Therefore, flexible neural network software

was designed for the leaf recognition system. On the basis of different mathematical

neuron models and learning algorithms, various neural network types have been developed

[Kosko, 1987] [Hopfield, 1984] [Marr,1982] [Zurada, 1992]. A feed-forward neural

network mathematical model is introduced here, along with the neural network software

designed and based on the model.

4.2 Mathematical Model of a Single Neuron

Neural networks may have many layers and each layer may have a number of

neurons. The single neuron is a basic element for neural networks. The mathematical

structure of a single neuron is shown in Figure 4.1. It shows that a neuron calculation

64
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includes two parts, the calculations of synapse and soma. Through these calculations, the.

neuronmapsmulti-dimeDSional inputs to a uni-dimeDSional output

The synapse and soma are two key neural function elements from neuro-biological

theory as well as the neuro-mathematical point of view. These two elements provide the

neuron's very important attributes. such as adaptation (learning) and knowledge (memory

ofexperience), in similarity to how it is thought human brain function may occur.

The synapse is a storage element which remembers the experience from a biological

view. In the mathematical neural model, this function is implemented by multiplying the

neural input signals with a set of coefficients, named weights (W) in neural network

terminology[Zurada, 1m]. The weight values represent the artificial neural network's

remembered experience. Through a training algorithm. the weights are adjusted to make

the artificial neural network capable of performing certain tasks. The synaptic operation

provides a confluence operation between weights and the current neural input signal. .

XN·

d

XN-l

..----tAW u Aa v

..........--_� X Backpropagation
Learning Algorithm

Figure 4.1 Single Neuron
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The soma is the main neuron body from a biological view. It receives and

processes the signal from the synapses through somatic operation, giving an output signal

through an axon. The operation includes aggregation, somatic amplification and the

operation of a nonlinear function. These operations can be carried out by some

mathematical operations. The aggregation operation is represented by summing the signals

coming from the synaptic operation. The aggregation operation result is amplified by a

constant called the somatic gain. This constant is adjusted during the neural network

training process and can be viewed as another storage element for an experience. Non

linearity is a very important function which maps the synaptic signals to an output through

a certain nonlinear function. The nonlinear mapping operation makes the neural network

more useful. and more robust in its applications. The synaptic and somatic operations are

called the forward loop of the artificial neural model.

The artificial neural model [Zurada, 1992] uses the following elements: weights, W;

somatic gain, a; input signals, X; nonlinear mapping function, cj)(v); output, y; and

intermediate variables, u and v (see Figure 4.1). Then, the relationships between them are

shown in Equation 4 .1 through Equation 4.5.

X= X e RN+I (4.1)

u=WX

v=au

W e �+I (4.2)

..................................................... (4.3a)

....................................................... (4.3b)
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e" -e-II
t/)(v) = ;eRl � (4.4)

e" +e-II

y=,(�) yeRl ...................................................•............ (4.5)

The neuron bias, Xo, together with weight Wo can control the neuron's threshold.

This threshold is very important, especially when it is set up as one initial neuron weight,

which can affect the neuron's learning speed significantly. Ifwe set: .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.* ...... (4.6)

Wo = [Wl'W2,···WN_1,WN] ••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (4.7)

then Equation 4.3 can be rewritten as Equation 4.8:

v=aWX
= atVoXo + aW.X" (4.8)

=vo +v"

where Vo = awoxo, and v. = aW.X•. Therefore, Equation 4.4 can be rewritten as Equation

4.9

q,(v) = q,(vo + v,,) ..................................................•......•.......•..... (4.9)

Equation 4.9 shows that Vo is a threshold value of the nonlinearmapping function

q,(v). In this case, if Va is greater than -Yo, then �(v) is great than 0, and if v. is less than

-Vo, then �(v) is less than O. If we set Xo equal to 1, and since the parameter a is associated

with both awoxo and aW.X., then the threshold value will be decided by WOo
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Figure 4.2 shows how the threshold can affect the neuron training process. Here

the neuron is trained to a desired output versus an input vector. The points VOl and VOl are

two different initial threshold values. set up by selecting different WOo IfWa is identical for

both threshold values. then v,will be the same for both cases. It is the traiiling start point

which is related to the initial weight and input vector. Figure 4.2 shows that the neuron

with threshold VOl learns faster than the neuron with threshold VOlt since VOl is much closer

to Va than VOl is. The closer the threshold value is to Va. the better is the initial neuron

weight for its learning processing.

y

L

v. v
I

Figure 4.2 Threshold and training speed

Adaptation (learning) is a very important neuron characteristic. The learning

algorithm used in this neural network software is the backpropagation learning rule

[Zurada. 1992]. It adjusts the somatic gain and neural input weights according to the

square error between the desired output and the actual neural output. The desired output,

d. is the way the neuron was expected to respond to input signals. The neural output, y.

shows the current way that the neuron responds to the input signals. The square error is

described in Equation 4.10.

2 ; 2
£ = (d.-y) (4.10)

As mentioned earlier. two things need adjusting during the learning period of a

neuron; one is somatic gain and the other is the neural input weights. According to the
.
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backpropagation learning rule, the somatic gain adjusting value, such that the neuron

approaches tht desired output in each time, is derived in Equation 4.Ua and 4.11b

[Zurada, 1992]:

iJe2
Aa=...;.-

iJa

= -2e�= -2e iJ;(v)
iJa iJa

= -2e i;(v)!!!.. = -2e iJ;(v) iJau
iJv iJa iJv iJa

iJ;(v)
.

= -2eu'� � (4.11a)

if the Jl1. is defined as a constant, then the Equation 4.11a can be written to Equation

4.11b,

•
.

iJ;(v)· .

Aa = -Jl2eu� ....•.....................................•....................... (4.11b)

where the Il2 is called the learning step; it is in the neural network terminology. it's value is

used to control the neuron's adaptive speed during training process. Usually,. it is called

the somatic gain learning step and is smaller than one. The learning step is selected

according to the real application. The somatic gain is adjusted through Equation 4.12:

a = a+Aa (4.12)

iJ,(v)
The dv term in Equation 4.11 can be derived according to the nonlinear

mapping function employed in the neuron. The sigmoidal nonlinear function is used here

(see Equation 4.4). Therefore, this term can be derived. Figure 4.3 shows the curves for

the sigmoidal function ;(v) and its derivative function ;' (v), Equation 4.13. The desired
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neuron output should have some value between 1 and -1. Equation 4.11 shows that the

learning speed is ,related to the learning step 1l2' error e, and ;' (v). When the neuron is

close to the desired output, its error becomes smaller, and ;' (v) becomes larger., Thus Jl2,

e, and ;' (v) act together to make sure that the neural learning process is stable. It also

shows that if the initial weights are too large, then the value of v will be big too, so the

neuron output is far away from the desired output and the learning speedwill be very slow

since ;' (v) is almost zero (see Equation 4.11b and 4.13).

, iJ;(v) 4
� (v) =�

=

(e" + e-II)2
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (4.13)

Fip,re 4.3 Nonlinear mapping function and its derivative

Similarly, the inputweight adjustment is derived by the following equations. First
.

that
iJ iJ iJ iJ

then rdin th backp· ....: thnotice - =-.+
iJw

+, ... ,+ iJw'
acco g to e ropagau.on ,

eory:
iJW dwo 1 N

IlW =
iJe2

,

iJW

= -2e iJy = -2e iJ,(v) ,

iJW iJW

='-2e 0,('0) iJo
= -2ea d,('O) iJu

iJo iJW do iJW
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if the 112 is defined as a constant. then

then

where III is called learning step of neural input weights and its value is established

according to the application. Nonnally. it is selected between zero and one. The adjusting

equation can be written in Equation 4.15.

Equation 4.15 gives the update neural input weights during each training time. The

neuron training processing is a slow process. It may need thousands of iterations to make

the neuron summed squared error (see Equation 4.10) satisfactorily small enough to meet a

certain requirement, Once the neuron is trained. it works very fast.

4.3 Neural Networks

The! single neuron can only solve some simple problems. but many applications
have shown that neural networks can solve very complicated problems [Roth. 1990]. The

neural network which consists ofmany neurons may have several layers. The neurons in a

neural layer are fully connected to the neurons in the previous layer. Figure 4.4 shows a
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typical ne� network; each circle represents a neuron of that network.

Normally. the neural network has an input layer which receives the signal coming
.

.

from outside of the neural network. The number of inputs depends on the particular

project. The number of neurons in the input layer and hidden layers can be selected

arbitrarily. � long as the network can carry out what it needs to do. The output layer sends
i

out the ou�t from the neural network. Because each neuron has only one output. the

number of neurons in the output layer depends on how many outputs the system needs.

The calculations in each neural layer can be presented by the following equations:

••• , WkON"
••• , WUN"

.................................... (4.15)

i Input layer Hidden layers Output layer

Figure 4.4 Structure of neural networks
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.:

... � (4.16)
"

.;

(lkOO' 0, 0, "'1 °

0, aUt, 0, , °

0, 0, akOO' , °

Ak = (4.17)

Uk =WkXk (4.18)

Vk =�kUk 7 (4.19)

Yk = cti(vk) (4.20)

where Wk, Xk,'Ak• Yk, U, and Vk are the k-th neural layer's weight. input. somatic gain,

output, and two intermediate variables corresponding matrixes. The equations from

Equation 4.15 to Equation 4.20 can be used to represent any layerof the neural networks.

4�4 Backpropagation Learning Algorithm for Neural Networks

The fir$t publication on the backpropagation technique was made by Rumelhart and

McClelland[ 1986]. During the past decade, this technique has made an important

contribution towards the development of neural networks by providing a way to adjust the

weight and the: somatic gain. Both are adjusted in the opposite direction from the tendency

of the error gradient due to the negative sign in Equation 4.22. Since the weights and

somatic gain� can be adjusted according to the application's requirements, the
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backpropagetion gives the neural network attractive adaptive characteristics.

The whole neural network adjustments are based on its squared errors [Zurada,

1992], calcU,lated by Equation 4.21:

2

£(K-I)(M-I)

2
£(K-I)O
2

£(K-I)I

(do - Y(K_l)o)2
(� - Y(K_l)t)2

...................................... (4.21)=

The adjusting value for somatic gain is calculated by Equation 4.22:

0,

M�= .

0,

... , 0

0,

............................................................................ (4.22)

The adjustil)g value for weights is calculated in Equation 4.23 and 4.24:

, , dWkONj:
, , dWUNj:

.......•.................... (4.23)

The elements in Equation 4.23 are represented by Equation 4.24:
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: dtP(VIcm)
AWkmn := -J.l.km£ranakm

dvkm
Xkn

m = O,1,2,. .. ,Mk ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (4.24)
,

n =O,l,2, ... ,Nk

The errors for 1be previous layer are calculated in Equation 4.25:
!

,
.

. � (4.25)

. :

where:

WA,,=
! •

••• , WkON"
••• , WUN"

................................... (4.26)

The neural network adjusting operation is carried out in the order of output layer

towards inputlayer, Equations 4.22 through 4.26 are used in any neural layer's adjusting

calculations. �uation 4.21 (squared error) is used in adjusting calculations for the output
!

layer. For layers other than the output layer, the errorwhich the backpropagation technique

is based on are calculated by Equation 4.25 from the next layer towards the output layer.

4.5 Soft�are Structure of the Neural Networks

The neural network software was designed according to the mathematical model
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discussed. � the software, a universal one neural layer function was designed. Figure 4.5
,

shows the� layer function structure. How many times the function is called depends
I

on the structure of the neural network. For instance, in an N layer neural network, the

layer function is called N times. This function provides an easy way to form amulti-layer

neural netwosk, Using the defmition function of the software, the number of layers and the

number of neurons in each layer can be easily defined. For example, the neural network
,

shown in Fi� 4.4, has four neurons in the input layer; three and four, in hidden layers

one and two respectively; three, output layer (the neural network has three outputs). The

inputs of thismeural network are four. This neural network structure can be defined in the
;

software as fellows:

#de� size_1 4

#defulle step 0.05

#de&e min_error 0.01

int m(size_IJ={4,3,4,3 };

int n[$ize_l]={4,4,3,4 };

1* Four layers neural network *1

1* Learning step is 0.05 *1

1* Target summed squared error *1

1* The number of neuron in each layer *1

1* The number of inputs for each layer *1

The first statement defines how many neural layers the network has. The second

statement states the learning step, which affects the learning speed and the learning process

stability. If the step is too small, the learning speed will be very slow. Also a small

learning step may make the neural network have less momentum during the training

processing. In this case, the network may converge only at a local mininium of the error,

rather than converging at a global minimum. But on the other hand, if the learning speed is
,

too great, itwill make the learning process unstable. Thus a suitable learning step is very

important fo� a neural network. The third definition sentence states that the neural network

should stop t!he training process if its summed square error is less than the min_error. In
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this example; the min_error is equal to 0.01. The training process can be stopped either

this way, or 'fhen it reaches the maximum training time.

INOUT[n][m] : MEM1{n][k]

Somatic
Gail

WEIGHT[nIk][m]

Normalized

Weight

Nonlinear INOUT[n+ 1 ][k]
.

Mapping
Function·

Derivative
of Mapping
Function

. ERRO[n-11't1]
Operators:

<D
<9
o

Transfer a matrix

Multiply two matrices

ERRO(n+1 ][k]

Multiply constants with a matrix

Figure 4.5 Neural layer function structure

The number of neurons in each neural layer is set by the fourth sentence. There are

four neurons in the input layer; three and four, in the hidden layers one and two

respectivel�; and three, in the output layer. Since the output layer has three neurons, the

neural network has three outputs. The next sentence sets the number of inputs for each
i
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neural layer; For the input layer. the number of inputs depends on the application's
!

requirement, According to this example. the number of inputs for the input layer is four.

The number!of inputs for the hidden layers one and two are four and three respectively.

The number�f inputs for the output layer is four. More generally, the number of inputs for
the current layer, except for the input layer, are the same as the number of outputs from its

previous layer.
!

In � training processing, the software needs an input file which contains the

training vectors. These training vectors include inputs and desired outputs of the neural

network. 'I1e initial weights and somatic gains are set up randomly. To avoid the neural

network's saturation region. which makes it difficult for the neural network to learn. the

values are set very small. Two output files are produced when the training processing is

finished. Ope is the summed square error file. which records the whole process of error
I

reduction. The other file is the trained weight and somatic gain me. It saves the best
;

weight which makes the network have the smallest errors. This me is used during the

neural network working process.

4.6 Summary

The ibasic neuron mathematical model principle was introduced in this chapter.

Some of its properties were discussed. Accordingly, the mathematical representation of a

universal neural network layer was derived. On this basis the neural network software was

designed. In this software, the neural network structure can be defined easily to meet the

requirements of a project.
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5� Adaptive Shape Recognition System

5.1 Intreductten

Computers and other machines that perform various functions can be built, and

their reliability can be higher than a human's. However. there still is no machine that can
,

match the human .ability to adapt and to recognize an object in an image. The human brain

solves recognition problems more effectively than the digital computer. because the brain

uses millio�. even billions. of physical neurons. Neural network software provides a

powerful tocl for building a recognition machine which has the characteristics of the human

brain recognition system. The study and application of the neural network are of wide

interest in me image recognition area.

The studies of edge detection. image segmentation. shape description. and the

principles of a neural network in the previous chapters. show that it is possible to build an

adaptive shape recognition system. utilizing these techniques. This chapter studies the

structure. training and testing of this adaptive shape recognition system.
I

5.2 Structure of Leaf Recognition System

The iphysical structure and software of the adaptive leaf recognition system are
,

shown in Figure 5.1. This recognition system has several stages. The rust stage converts

the leaves �rom the real world into a digital image by using a video camera and the
;

computer n,age processing system (NIH Image is used). The digital images captured are

saved in TWF format; their pixel values represent the image brightness at a point. called a

gray scale digital image. The maximum size of the digital image is 48Ox640 pixels. There

79
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may bemore !than one leaf in a captured digital image.

The second stage of the recognition system was to process the digital image in order. ,

to separate the leaves of that image. Because there may be several leaves in an image, leaf

separation is ian essential task for the system before recognizing them. Leaf separation is

based on the detected image edge, found by NIH Image. The detailed description of this

stage was gi�en in Chapter 2..
;

i video camera Computer system

rt'IJ.
"""'I

.

.

.

.

"". .

....

Software Program

dge Detection
& Object
Separation

Shape
Description.

Neural
Network

Classification

Figure 5.1 Structure of leaf recognition system

.The third stage is to process each leaf object to obtain the correct features of the leaf

shapes.: Thi$ is very important in order to recognize them later. This task is fmished using

CPLSD, as was presented in Chapter 3. Due to the fact that the stages of edge detection

and separatien must be carried out before shape recognition, the processes of these stages
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are called preprocessing. Thus the edge detector. lAS separator, and CPLSD are called

preprocessors·
,

The fourth stage recognizes the leaves according to the preprocessor results. In
I

other words, the system needs a classifier to class the preprocessor's data. The variety of

leaf shapes in the natural world requires that the classifier have the flexibility to adapt to

different shapes. Also, for certain applications. robustness of the whole system is

required. Thus. an adaptive classifier is needed. In Chapter 4, a neural networlc which can

be used as an adaptive and robust classifier was introduced. It is used in this adaptive leaf

shape recognition system.

Before implementing a neural network in a system, the neural network structure
. .

must be set, It includes the number of inputs, layers, neurons in each layer, and outputs.

Because the CPLSD preprocessor was well defined, the number of CPLSD outputs are

sixty-four (� Chapter 3). Therefore, as the conjunction stage, the inputs to the input layer

are set at sixty-four as well. The number of neuron layers can be selected depending on the

application system, but too many layers in a neural network will make the neural network

too complicated, slowing down both the training and working speeds. In most neural
,

network applications, the number of layers is from two to four. A three layer neural
,

network wes used in this project. The number of neurons were sixteen in the input layer,
,

four in the�dden layer. and three in the output layer. The number of neurons in the input

layer and the hidden layer were selected arbitrarily. but the number of neurons in the output

layer was decided according to the system output requirements. Since three types of

sample leaves are used to test the system, three outputs were used, each indicating a

particular l� type. The neural network settings are as follows:

#deane size_ll
#defme step 0.05

#defme min_elTor 0.01

1* Three layer neural network *1

1* Learning step is 0.05 *1

1* Target summed squared e1TOr *1
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int rtl[size_11={ 16.4.3}; 1* There are sixteen neurons in the

int 4[size_11={64.16.4};

input layer; four. in the hidden layer;

three. in the output layer *1

1* The input layer has sixty four inputs;

the hidden layer. has sixteen;

the output layer, has four. *1

5.3 Sys.em Training
!
i

Usuiag neural networks gives the system adaptive and robust characteristics. The

whole system can adapt to leaf shapes through the training processing.:Only those shapes

of interestwere collected as training samples. and saved in a training image. After training,
;

the system was very sensitive to the shapes of interest. even the ones having little shape

variation. The system should be robust after it was trained.

The! training image is very important for the system. The samples which were

collected � the sample image should represent the object's general characteristics. Good

samples c� improve the accuracy of the recognition system. A small number of standard

samples win make the system's training faster as well as ensure the quality of training.

In �is project, Figure 2.1 was used as the training image for this system. There are

,

three leaf types in the image. and three leaves for each type. Thus. this particular

application.system is trained to recognize those three leaf types. When an unknown leaf

appears in� image. the system should have the ability to recognize the leaf from its type.
.

One problem must be mentioned; the unknown leaves have their own orientation. The

system m�st recognize these leaf shapes without interfering with their orientation.
;

Therefore. fhe system must be trained to recognize the standard sample shapes with their

different otientations. Looking at the training image, shows that each leaf has its own

orientation, but with only three leaves for each type it is impossible to represent all the leaf
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types' orientations through 3600. Hence a training algorithm was established to use

smaller sampl� numbers. like the training image (Figure 2.1). and train the system to

recognize the shapes' global orientation.
,
i

The training algorithm is based on CPLSD properties (see Chapter 3). The leaves

in the training image have arbitrary orientations in the 2D plane. Several leaf orientations

are presented here due to the small sample number. One CPLSD property was that the
;

descriptor represented the difference in orientations for the same object by giving the same

CPLS with a different phase. H the CPLS phase is changed, then the object described by

CPLS is the same as the previous object. rotated in orientation. The degree angle is the
,

same as the degree phase difference. This CPLSD property can be used to train the neural

network to recognize leaf shapes in their global orientation when using a smaller sample.

First the conditional projection length sequences (CPLS) are obtained for each leaf

in the training image, There are nine leaves in the training image, so there are nine original

CPLS for the nine leaves. Then, new projection sequence sets are generated by shifting the

previous CPLS' once for each leaf. By doing this, there are nine new sets of CPLS. The

new vectors (new set of CPLS) represent the shapes of the same nine leaves. but the

orientations are rotated by 1801N degree, where the N is the number of projections in

which CPLSD was defmed. Here, N was equal to 64. Thus to get the leaves' CPLS in

every 1801N degree orientation. the shifting operation was repeated N-l times. Each

movement is similar to generating each leaf's CPLS where its orientation would have been

changed by 18QIN degree. This training algorithm is that a set of global orientation training

vectors can be 'generated by using a single object image orientation. In this project. the

global orientation training vector number was 576 (9x64). The training vectors were saved

in a training vector file.

After Ute training vector was generated, the next step was to train the shape
. recognition system. Actually. the task is training the neural network to classify the training
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vectors. The five hundred and seventy six training vectors were used in each neural

network's tiaining times. As a result, the neural network should recognize the leaves with

arbitrary sluqle orientations after the training process. The summed squared error was used

to represent the degree of accuracy with which the neural network could classify the
! .

training veesors. Smaller error is expected aftertraining. Figures S.2a and S.2b show the
!

error reduction process during the neural network training process. Bach figure has a

certain proj�tion bandwidth ratio. For a 10% projection bandwidth, the training process

gives smalletrors (see Figure S.2a). However, the system gives relatively large errors for
,

an 80% proJection bandwidth. Therefore, the different projection bandwidths will affect

the training process accuracy. Hence, it will affect the performance of the whole system.

The;CPLSD projection bandwidth can be changed through a wide range. These

changes will affect the shape description results. Therefore, it will certainly affect the

performance of the shape recognition system. For the particular application, a projection

bandwidth must be selected which makes the system do the best job. Therefore, the
,

system wasltrained in 10% PBW increments, from 10% to 100%, in order to select the best
1

projection bandwidth, The weights and somatic gains characterizing the trained neural

network were saved to a file when the neural network reached its minimum error for the

whole traiQing processing. This function makes the neural network remember the best

performance (the smallest error during the training process). The most beneficial case

showing th� use of this function is in Figure S.2b. In this training process, the summed
,

squared error is larger than in Figure S.2a, until the end of training. Looking carefully, one

can find th� the smallest summed squared error appeared around the training times at 2000;

thus, the w¢ight and somatic gain of the neural networks at this moment were saved. This

is the best training result for this neural network in this training process.
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Figure S.2a . Training processing for 10% PBW

o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Training Times

Figure S.2b Training processing for 80% PBW

From these training curves, the neural network learning speed is fast at the

beginning of training as the training process is within SOO times in both figures. After that,

it slows down, and learns very slowly after 1000 training times. In this case, the neural

network spends a long time for little improvement, making the training inefficient, and
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some time is Unnecessary. Therefore. it is essential to set a termination number of times to
!

stop the ineffective or unnecessary training. The other thing to notice is that the neural

network learning step will also affect thetraining speed. In this project, the termination

training time was set to 2500; the desired error was set to 0.001 (minimum summed

squared error); the learning step was set to 0.05. The neural network's training process
,

will stop if either the summed squared error is less than the desired error or the termination

training time is reached.
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Figure 5.3 The summed squared error of neural network vs. PBW

,

Figure S.3 shows the summed squared errors of the trained neural network versus

different projection bandwidths. Ten training results were obtained. each one with

different projection bandwidths increasing by 10%. respectively (see Appendix B). The

figure shows that the neural network has relatively larger errors when the projection

bandwidth was 80% or 90%. Otherwise. the neural network gave small errors for the

training vectors, Therefore. the best projection bandwidth is most likely located in the
; .

,

ranges of 10,*, S (1 < 80% or 90% < (1S 100%. Whichever is best for the system will
!

,
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depend on �e testing results for the trained adaptive shape recognition system.

5.4 Testing 01 the SystemI

Mtet the shape recogriition system was trained, testing the system was the next

step. Therefore, a relatively large number of sample leaves' images were collected (futeen
,

test images were captured). Each image included a number of leaves which was one of the

three leaf types. In total, two hundred and eighty six leaves were used to test the system;

seventy six, ifrom Type I; sixty, from Type IT; one hundred fifty, from Type III. There are
,

no Occluded! leaves in the test images. One test image is shown in Figure 5.4. This image
,

has several Type I leaves.

Figure 5.4 One of test image

The way of testing the system was as follows. FIrSt, the shape recognition system

was set up. That included setting the projection bandwidth for CPLSD, and setting the
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trained neural network weight. As mentioned before, the system was' trained in ten
,

. different p�jection bandwidths. Hence, the test processing needed to be repeated ten times

for different projection bandwidths. Secondly, each test image was input to the shape

recognition �ystem, and the test results for different projection bandwidth of CPLSD were

obtained.

, a e • es ID2 res or svs em

PBW T�I(76) Type II �60) Typemrl50) System E.Rate

(J Ettor E.Rate Error B.Rate Error B.Rate TER AER
,

10% 2: 2.63% 0 00.00% 37 24.67% 13.64% 9.1%

20% 1
;

1.32% 0 00.00% 32 21.33% 11.54% 7.55%

30% 1 ; 1.32% 0 00.00% 28 18.67% 10.14% 6.66%

40% 2! 2.63% 0 00.00% 26 17.33% 9.79% 6.65%

SO% 2: 2.63% 0 00.00% 29 19.33% 10.84% 7.32%

60% 2' 2.63% 0 00.00% 30 20.00% 11.19% 7.54%

70%
,

2.63% 0 00.00% 25 16.67% 9.44% 6.37%2

80% 3: .3.95% 0 00.00% 27 18.00% 10.48% 7.31%

90% 3: 3.95% 0 00.00% 27 18.00% 10.48% 7.31%

100% 2; 2.63% 0 00.00% 31 20.67% 11.54% 7.77%

;

T bl 51 T f ult f. CPLSD t

Table 5.1 shows the system test results for different CPLSD projection

bandwidths, The first row of numbers in Table 5.1 gives the number of leaves for each

type. The Brror column shows the number of mis-classified leaves. The B.Rate column is

the percentage error rate for each leaf type. There are two error rates which represent the

system error rate in System B.Rate column; TER: total error rate for the test images, is

calculated�g Equation 5.1; AER: average error rate, representing the probable error rate

when the� types of leaves have the same probability of appearance, is calculated using.

Equation 5.�. Both error rates represent the system error in one way or another. The TER

is sensitive Ito the number of leaves from each type, but AER is not. From Table 5.1 one

can find that most error occurred in classifying Type m leaves; some error occurred in
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classifying type I leaves; there is no error for the system when classifying Type II leaves.

Figure 5.5 s1!t0ws the curves of two error rates.
: ErroTTypel +ErroTrru + ErroTTrlllTER'F .

Type I + Type II + Type 111
.• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••(5.1)

AER= E.RateTypel+E.R�Trll+E.RateTypeUl .••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••(5.2)
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Figu�e 5.5 System error rate for different projection bandwidth

Another important task to achieve this adaptive shape recognition system is to select

a best PBW: parameter. Comparing Figure 5.3 with Figure 5.5 shows that, the system's

test error at a certain PBW is not necessarily small while its training error at the same PBW

is small. an� vice versa. Two following cases are able to verify this point. First. when the

CPLSD had 10% PBW. the system's test error (TER. 13.64%; AER. 9.1%) was the

largest one funong the ten test results (see Table 5.1). but its training error (the summed

squared error) was about 0.002 which was relatively small among the ten training results
.

(see Figure! 5.3). Secondly. when the CPLSD had 90% PBW. the system's test error

(TER. 10.4$%; AER. 7.31%) was not the largest one among the ten test results. but its

training error was about 6.00 which was the largest one among the ten training results.
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i

Those phenomena are due to the abilities of a PBW to handle shape occlusions, shape
!

properties, �d noise. In accordance with the above discussion, the training errors only

show if the shape recognition system can be trained to recognize the shapes (see Figure
;

5.3). The best PBW parameter should be selected depending on the system's test resultsI

(see Figure $.5 or Table 5.1) .

. i

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.5 show that the shape recognition system gives the smallest

error rate when the projection bandwidth is 70%. This is the best PBW parameter for this

system. For: this case, to recognize Type I leaves, the system gave 2.63% error rate

(97.37% a�uracy rate); Type n, 0% error rate (100% accuracy rate); Type In, 16.67%

error rate (83.33% accuracy rate). The total error rate for the 286 samples was 9.44%.

That means !the system accuracy for these samples is 90.56%. The average error rate was
,

only 6.37% for the test data. That means the average accuracy of the recognition system (if

the three typ,es of leaves have equal probability of appearance) is 93.63%.

This! adaptive shape recognition system can use both PLSD and CPLSD. For the
!

convenience of the following discussion •. the adaptive shape recognition system is called

PLSD system if it uses PLSD, and called CPLSD system if it uses CPLSD. As was
i

mentioned itt Chapter 3, the CPLSD gives the same shape description result as PLSD does
I

when the CPLSD uses 100% PBW. Therefore. to examine the advantages of using

CPLSD. the CPLSD system's error rates at ten different PBWs are compared with the one

at 100% PBjW. This comparison actually compares CPLSD system with PLSD system. In

this partic�ar project, Table 5.1 and Figure 5.5 clearly show the CPLSD system's error
i

rates at ten different PBWs. The PLSD system's error rate is the same as the CPLSD error

rate at 100% PBW. and that is 1ER 11.54% and AER 7.77%.

Table 5.1 shows that. the CPLSD system gets the highest error rate (1ER.

13.64%; AER, 9.1%) when PBW was 10%. and this error rate is higher than PLSD

system's. 1ft this case. the CPLSD system was worse than PLSD system. The CPLSD
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system's error rates are slightly lower than PLSD system's when the PBWs are 20% •

. 50%. 60%. :80%. and 90%, and those error rates are better than PLSD system's. The
i

CPLSD sys�m's error rate is somewhat lower than PLSD system's when the CPLSD.had

30%.40%. and 70% PBWs. The best performance ofCPLSD system appeared when the
;
;

CPLSD had:70% PBW. where the error rate (1ER. 9.44%; AER, 6.37%) is the lowest one
!

among the ten PBWs, The CPLSD system is much better than PLSD system in this case.

Over all the performance. CPLSD system's error rates are lower than PLSD system's

when CPLSD had 20% to 90% PBW. The wide selection range of PBW. makes CPLSD

systemmolt suitable to varieties of shapes which have concave properties (see Chapter 3.
l

Section 3.3)� The CPLSD system is much better than the PLSD system.

The iadaptive, robust. and flexibleprojection bandwidth of CPLSD makes this

shape recognition system more attractive.

I

5.5 Summary

The'system structure. training process and testing results were presented in· this
I .

chapter. nie result was that a system built with CPLSD and neural networks can adapt to

miscellaneeus shapes. After the system is trained. the system will be robust to recognize

those shapes. Properly selecting the projection bandwidth gives the ability of designing a

system to have the best recognition rate for a particular project



6. Summary and Conclusion

This thesis reports a survey on shape recognition systems, shape description

teehniques, and! the application of neural networks in shape recognition. A special image

segmentation method (lAS), new shape descriptors (pLSD, CPLSD) and a new powerful

artificial neural. network software are proposed and developed for an adaptive shape
i

recognition systbm to recognize leaf shapes .

.

An important issue in recognizing an object shape in an image is image

segmentation. Edge detection is the first step of the segmentation. Many programs are

available to perform the edge detection task. The edge detection function in NIH image
;

software was used to trace an image edge. The second step is to separate the objects in the

image based 01!l the edge images. A new separator (lAS) was designed to follow the

object's internal edge. This two-step image segmentation results in an image with

separated objec�. As long as the object edges are continuous, edge detection and the lAS

operation are able to separate objects with and without object occlusions. Getting the

individual objeQtwas the fundamental requirement of the shape description and recognition.

,
.

The lAS introduced in Chapter 2 was not sensitive to the noise on the object's

outside edge, but was sensitive to the noise on the inside edge. Thus, shape distortions

happen when there is noise on the inside edges. From the view of morphology, the

distortion may ibe very serious some times. In order to extract the. useful features and
,

ignore the distorted information, new shape descriptors (PLSD and CPLSD) were designed

in Chapter 3. :

The PLSD (Projection Length Shape Descriptor) was designed to describe a shape.

92
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It is able to process the lAS result CPLSD (Conditional Projection Length Shape
. .

Descriptor) Is an advanced model based on the previous one (PLSD). They are both based

on geometric projection ideas. The projection length of an object (shape) is calculated at

certain discrete angles.

For a convex shape, a set of projection length sequences is able to represent its

characteristics, The noise has less effect in the shape description results. However, PLSD

has certain! problems when representing concave shapes. In fact, the concave shape

properties are not presented. The descriptor's disadvantages make some descriptions

indistinguishable from different shapes. The advanced shape descriptor, CPLSD, was

developed to overcome this problem. CPLSD introduced a condition for the PLSD

operation gilving it the strong ability to describe a concave shape. The condition introduced

was the Projection Bandwidth (pBW). Instead of using all the pixels of an object, CPLSD

only uses �e pixels which sit within the projection bandwidth to calculate CPLS

(Conditionel Projection Length Sequence).

The; projection bandwidth is selected according to the practical multiple shapes

classificatiqn problem. Small projection bandwidthsmake the descriptor sensitive to small

dented shape details. The dented part may be caused by edge noise 'or shape occlusions.

Larger projection bandwidths make CPLSD pay less attention to dented shape details. That

means a CP.LSD with larger projection bandwidths makes it more robust to the effects of

noise and occlusions; but at the same time, it has a weaker ability to represent the concave
.

shape than iCPLSD does with a smaller projection bandwidth. The biggest projection

bandwidth (100%) makes the CPLSD operation identical to PLSD's. The best projection

bandwidth �lection should not only be able to give the shape an accurate description, but

also make CPLSD have the desired ability to recover from the effects of noise and
;

occlusions, : Studying the description results for shapes and the testing results for the whole

system are helpful for selecting the best projection bandwidth for the shape descriptor.
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The. objective was to build an adaptive multiple shape recognition system. To make

the system-have adaptive characteristic, an adaptive classifier must be used. The wide

application!of artificial neural networks in recent years already shows that it is a desirable

adaptive classifier. Studies into neural networks were done and a mathematical model for a

single neurpn with a backpropagation learning algorithm was introduced. On the basis of

the model, the mathematical formula was derived for a neural layerwhich containsmultiple

neurons. The neuralnetwork software with a backpropagation learning algorithm was

developed ;using C code. In this software, the neural network structure (including the

number of: neural layers and neurons in each layer) can easily be setup for a certain

application. It can be used not only for the current project but also any project which

relates to neural network techniques.

As .an adaptive classifier, the neural network was used in the adaptive shape

recognition system. It was used to classify the CPLS produced by CPLSD, as well as the

leaf shapes; The whole system process to recognize a shape is that the digital image is

processed by the edge detection program first, then by lAS, CPLSD and then the neural

network. The output of the neural network is the recognition results.

Training the system is an essential and important job for the adaptive system. It has

a serious effect on the whole system performance. Training vectors are used in the training

processing; The first training vector consideration is the leaf samples which can best

present its major characteristics, Secondly, the training vectors should represent as many

orientations as possible of each kind of leaf. The first consideration is easy to put into

practice, but the second one is difficult to do. To represent all leaf orientations, many

leaves are needed for each type. It is a difficulty for vector collection. To solve this

problem, a: training algorithm was introduced based on CPLS properties. The training

vectors for every I SOIN different orientations were generated using only one leaf. Hence

fewer leaf Samples are needed to train the system to recognize the leaf shapes in their global

orientations.
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Thei summed square error was used to evaluate the neural network's degree of

ability to retognize the sample leaf shapes. Because of the effects of noise and occlusion, it
,

,

does not necessarily mean that the system with a smaller summed squared errorwill give a

smaller error in a practical application. The trained system must be tested by some test
, .

image which contains a large number of leaves for each type. The test accuracy results
,

show the s�stem performance degree of accuracy. The system was trained with the same

training image but different CPLSO projection bandwidths. in order to fmd the best

projection bandwidth for the adaptive shapes recognition system. The best projection

bandwidth makes the system have a leaf type recognition rate of 93.63%.

The: adaptive shape recognition system is designed to recognize plant leaves. From

the test results, it shows that this system has the ability to adapt to leaves which people are

interested in. and it is able to recognize them from images after training. By recognizing

the leaf sh�, this system is able to recognize the plant The whole system is based on
I

planar leafjshapes; the plant leaves may be in different spatial orientations. When the

image is captured in the real world. the information has been transferred from 30 space to a

20 image. iHence the 30 leaf orientation changes to a 20 oriented leaf. The leaf shape is

distorted d�ring this transformation if the leaves do not face directly to the camera.
,

NevertheleSs, the plant has many leaves appearing in front of the camera, and there is a

good chanc!e of capturing the leaves which face the video camera. Also the camera can be

moved around the plant to have a better angle for capturing leaves which directly face the
,

camera.

Th� adaptive shapes recognition system developed for this project can be used not
!

only in pl�t recognition, but could also be used in many other shape recognition

application$. Such applications include: being used for robot visual control in sample
,

.

i

collection �der the deep sea; cell shapes recognition in the medical area, and other

applicadons which are related to shapes recognition.
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Appendix A. Software Program

A.I Function of lAS

/*
FUNcrIONNAME: funinedg(px,py)

PURPOSE: THE FUNCTION SEPARATES THE careers INA EDGE
.

IMAGE ACCORDING TO THE INTERNAL BOUNDARY OF
EACH OBJECT

FILENAMl!:

VARIAB�:
SIZE

funedge.c

!

pattem[m]
space[SlZE][2]
px

.

py

MAY 7,1993
JULy 13,1993
BIAOAI

.

*1

DEFINED IN MAIN PROORAM, THIS PARAMETER LIM11ES
THEMAXIMUM PIXELS OF EACH OBJECT
(GL)IT STORES ALL PATIERNS;

.

(GL)INTERNAL EDGE OF SELECTEDosrscr
x AXIS VALUE OF THE STARED POINT
Y AXIS VALUEOF THE STARED POINT

i

funinedgtpx.py)
int px; :
int py;
{
static int diI1[3][9]= { {-I,-I,-I,O,I,I,I,O,O}, {-I,O,I,I,I,O,-I,-I,O},

{O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O} };
int olddir,newdir,sign,mem;
int i�j,k,m,JIl,pO,qO;
sign=O; ;

maxx=O; :

maxy=O·
!

,
.

minx=SlZEX;
miny=SIZEY;
pO=px; ;

qO=py;
n=O; .

olddir=l;
for (i=l;i<SIZE;i++)

{ :
space[i][O]=0;

99
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i

SI>�[ii[I)�;
} !

. dir(2)[O)=pa_[px-l)[py-l);
dir(2)[1)=pattepl[px-l)[py);
dir[2][2]=p�[px-l][py+1];
dir[2][3]=pattem[px][py+1);
dir[2](4)=pattepl[px+1 ][py+1);
dir[2][S]=pattem[px+1 ][py);
dir[2](6)=pattenl[px+ l)[py-l];
dir(2)[7]=pa_[px)[py-l); dir[2](8)=pattem[px)[py);
space[O] [O]=px;
Sl>ace[O][1 ]=py;
if(olddir+2<8); .

newditi=olddir+2;
if(olddir+2 8)

newdirFO;
if(olddir+2-9)

newdirt=l;
for(m�;m<8;in++)

{ :

if(dir[�)[newdir)==1)
:{
:px+=dir[O)[newdir); py+=dir(1)[newdir);
in++;
:sp�[n][O)=px;
;space[n)[I]=py;
! if(pX>lllaxx) maxx=px;
iif(px<minx) minx=px;
if(py>maxy) maxy=py;

. if(Py<miny) miny=py; mem=newdir-olddir;
:if(mem>2) mem=mem-8;
: if(mem<-4) mem=mem+8;
:sign+emem;
:olddir=newdir;
!m=9;
:}

if(newc:Hr==O&&m !=9)
:newdir=7;

else
.newdir-e l;

} ,

while (pO!=pxIIqO!=py)
{ I

dir(2)[0)=pattem[px-l][py-l);
dir[2][l)=pattem[px-l)[py);
dir[2][Z]=pattem[px-l][py+1];
dir[2][�]=pattem[px)[py+1];
dir[2][4]=pattem[px+ 1][py+1];
dir(2) [$]=pattem[px+ 1 ) [py) ;
dir[2][�]=pattem[px+ 1][py-l];
dir[2][1]=pattem[px)[py� 1];
dir[2][$]=pattem[px] [py) ;
if(olddir+2<8)
newdirbolddir+2;
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if(olddU+2--S)
newdirdO;
if(olddU+2 9)
new�l·-r ,.

for(m::{);m<S;m++)
(
if(dir[2][newdir)==1)
! ( .

.

px+=dir[O][newdir);
py+=dir[ 1 ][newdir);
n++;
space[n](O]=px;
space[n](l ]=py;
if(px>maxx) maxx=px;
if(px<minx) minx=px;
if(py>maxy) maxy=py;
if(py<miny) miny=py;
mem=newdir-olddir;
if(mem>2) mem=mem-S;
if(mem<-4)mem=mem+S;
sign+=mem;
olddir=newdir;
m=9;
}

wdir=O&&m!=9)
newdir=7;

}
mem= l-olddir; :

if(mem>2) mem
if(mem<-4) mein
sign-emem; ;
if(sign�lIsign

.

retum(n);
}

newdir-=l;

;

A.2 Shape ;D scriptor (CPLSD)

1*
FUNCI10N N. : funproj(n)

PURPOSE: GETCPts OF A SHAPE OBJECT.

FILENAME: funproj2.c

VARIABLE:

NUMB nm NUMBER OF CPLS, IT DEFINED IN MAIN PROGRAM.



n
i

spacerS
proj
angt
tsin

i

MAY 6.199,3.
JULy 13.1?9
BIAOAl

'

*'
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nm NUMBER OF PIXELS IN spacer ][ ] ARRAY. IT IS
PASSED FROMMAIN PROORAM.
(GL) PIXELS OF AN OBJECf.
(GL) REAL PART OF CPLS.
(GL) IMAGINARY PARTOF CPLS (for fft).
(GL) SINE FUNCTION TABLE.
(GL) COSINE FUNCTION TABLE.
(GL) MAXIMUM VALUE AMONG CPLS.

funproj(n) :
intn;

.

{ ;

int i.j.k; •
float maxy.m· y,maxx,minx.memx.JIlemy;
float rate=I+0;

max=O.O;

PROJECTION ON Y AXIS·'

for (i=O;i
{
ma,qy 900000;
miny- ;
for (j ;j<n;j++)

{
memy=space[j][ 1]*tsin[i]+space[j][O]*tcos[i];
if(memy<miny) miny=memy;
if(memy>maxy) maxy=memy;
}

proj[i] axy-miny;
an�[i] axy;
} :

'*CONDAll NAL PROJECTION ON X AXIS*'

.

�'''''''.'''.

ti<n;j++)
(
memy=space[j][ 1 ]*tsin[i]+space[j][O]*tcos[i];
memx=space[j][l ]*tcos[i]-space[j][O]*tsin[i];
if(memy«angl[i]-proj[i]l2+rate*proj[i]l2) &&memy>(angl[i]-proj[i]l2-

rate*proj[i]l2» .
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(
,

if(memx<minx) minx=memx;
if(memx>maxx) maxx=memx;
}

:}
proj[i] -minx;
angl[i]::;:(). ;
if(proj[i]> ax) max=projli];
}

,

retum(O);
}

A.3 Neural Network

1*
NEURAL : ORK
THIS IS A NE NETWORK SOFIWARE PROGRAM, THE LAYERS OF
NETWORK THE NUMBER OF NEURONS IN EACH LAYERS CAN BE
DEFINE BY us RS 1HROUGHCHANGE THE DEFINlTION OF THIS PROGRAM

BIAOAI
APR.14194
*1

R STATEMENT*I

#incIude<stdio�h
#include<math.
#incIude<stdlib.
#define size_I3

#define size_� 70

I*GLOBAL V.........'OlU""I.....

intm[size_I]={ 1 ,4,3};
int n[size_ll=f 16,4};
float cl[size_l][s· _max];
float c2[size_l][s· _max];
float a[size_l][s· _max];
int q,model;

,

intmodel;

I*THE TOTAL NUMBER OF THE NETWORK LAYERS
*1
I*THE BIGGEST ARRAY SIZE, THE BIGGEST
NUMBER OF NEURON IN EACH LAYERS IS (size_I
t)*1
I*THE NEURAL NETWORK WILL STOP TRAINING
WHEN THE ERROR OFTHE'SYSTEM REACHES THIS
VALUE*I
I*LEARNING STEP OF THE NETWORK*I
I*THE SCALE FOR INITIAL WEIGHT*I

1* THE NUMBER OF NEURONS IN EACH LAYER*I
1* THE NUMBER OF INPUTS FOR EACH LAYER*I
I*Ct IS LEARNING RATE FORWBIGHT*I
'·C2 IS LEARNING RATE FORSOMATICGAIN.'
I*SOMATIC GAIN*I
1* THE NUMBER OF LAYERS OF NETWORK*I
1* THEOPERATION TYPEOF NETWORK*I
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float inout[size )[size_max]; !*IN-OUT DATA FOR LAYERS*!
float output[si max]; !*OUTPUTOF NE1WORK *1
float yd[size_]; !*DESIRED OUTPUT*/·
floatweight[· _l][size_max][size_max]; I*WEIGHrS OF BACH LAYER*!
float elTO[size_1 [size_max]; I*ERRORS INBACH LAYER*I
floatmemljsi l][size_max];
floatmem2[s' l][size_max];
char infga[32] 'fiweightldat" ,outfga[32]="foweighd.dat" ,

.

inf[32]="fmpu .dat" ,outf[32]="foutpud.dat" ,oute[32]="elTorLdat";
neural_layer();
weight_setupO;
FILB *Ga,* Fout;

float e,olde;
int ij,k,p,new, es.timef,vectors,filep,key;
0Ide=40.0;

model=3;
while(model>2

(
printf(' \n Input running model:H);
printf(' \n\t\t\PROCESS OF");
printf(" \n\t\t\tO --> WORKING");
printf(' \n\t\t\tl --> NEW LEARNING");
printf(' \n\t\t\t2 --> CONTINUE LEARNING");
printf(' \n Input the number here:");
scanf(" d" ,&model);
printf(" odel=%d\n" ,model);
}

new=2;
while(new>1)

(
printf( \n Input the following numbers:");
printf(" \n\t\t\tO --> DEFAULT FILENAME");
printf(" \n\t\t\tl --> INPUTNEW FILENAME");
printf( \n Input the number here:");
scanf(" d" .&new);
}

printf(''\n\n Inp t -> How many vectors in the input file:");
scanf("%d" ,&y, tors); .

if(model=lIlm 2)
(
printf(' \n Input -> How many times need to learn those vectors:");
scanf(" d" ,&times);
}



else times:I;
. printf("\n\n R
printf("R
if«model=l)

{
printf(
printf("
printf('
printf(
}

if«model=O
{
printf(
printf(

,rintf(
printf("\n\nA

G MODEL:%ld ",model);
G TIMES:%d VEcroRS:%d".times,vectors);
(new=l»

Input <Old weight file name>:"); scanf("%s",wga);
Input <New weight fde name>:"); scanf("%s",outfga);
Input <Network input file name>:"); scanf("%s",int);
Input <Summed squared error file name>:"); scanf("%s",oud);

Input <Old weight file name>:"); scanf("%s" ,infga);
Input <Netwodc input file name>:"); scanf("%s",int);
Input <Netwode output file name>:"); scanf("%s",oud);

""-ILJ"'''� NETWORK PROGRAM IS TRAINING ");

G INITIALWEIGHTS·'

OM FILE AND INI11ALIZECl[q][],C2[q][]·l

for (i=O;i<Size l;i++)
for (j ;j<m[i];j++)

fscanf(Ga,"%f" .&a[i](j]);

'·SETUP LEARNING STEp·,

if (model=l)
for (i ;i<size_l;i++)

for (j=O;j<m[i];j++)
{
cl[i](j]=Step;
c2[i](j]=Step;
}

,

for (i=O;i<size l;i++)
for (j ;j<m[i];j++) f: �_.e.(G "1JI_f" &

.

ht[·]r.][k])for (k=O;k<n[i]+I;k++) SCiUllI a, 7rJ , weig I u ;

fclose(Ga);

lOS
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I*CALCULAll N OF NE1WORK*1

Xa=fopen(inf," I);
if(model==O) out=fopen(outf,"w");
else Fout=fo n(oute,"w");
fclose(Fout);

timef=O;
key=O;
while(timef<tim y==O)

(
rewind(
if(model ) Fout=fopen(outf,"a");
else out=fopen(oute,"a");

1 ET INOUT[q][]*1
·

out[q][O]=1.0;
f r (i=l;i<n[q]+I;i++) fscanf(Xa,"%r',&inout[O][i]);

1 GET DESIRED OUTPUTYO[]*I
f r (i=O;i<m[size_l-I];i++) fscanf(Xa,"%f",&yd[i]);

1 CALL NEURAL LAYER FUNCTION*I
ural_layer();

1 ET SUMMED SQUARED ERROR*I
r (i=O;i<m[size_l-l ];i++) e+=pow((yd[i]-output[i]),2.0);

1 WRITE OUTPUTFILE FORMODEL=O*I
i (model==O)

{
fprintf(Fout, "%d\t" ,fJlep);
for(i=O;i<m[size_l-l ];i++) fprintf(Fout,"%8.4t\t",output[i]);
fprintf(Fout,"\n");
}

p++;
I*END OFWHILE LOOP 2 HERE*I

1* OUTPUT FILE FOR MODEL=1 *1
if(mode 1)

(
1 SUMMED SQUARED ERROR*I
rintf(Fout,1t%d\t%8.St\n It ,timef,e);

·

(e<min_error) key=l;
·

(eeolde)
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{
'*WRlTEWEIGHT FILE *'
p=O;
if (modele=I)

{
Ga=fopen(outfga,"w");
for (i:Q;i<size_l;i++)

{
for (j=O;j<m[i);j++)

{
fprintf(Ga,"%8.5t\t" ,a[i][j));
p++;
if (p>5)

{
fprintf(Ga, ''\nil);
p::();
}

}
fprintf(Ga,"m");
p=O;
}

for (i=O;i<size_l;i++)
{
for (j=O;j<m[i);j++)

{
for (k:::O;k<n[iJ+l;k++)

{
fprintf(Ga,"%8.5t\t",weight[i][j) [k);
p++;
if(p>5)

{
fprintf(Ga, "m");
p::();
}

}
fprintf(Ga, "\nil);
p:::O;
}

. }
fprintf(Ga,"\nmE PARAMETER OF NEURAL

NE1WORK");
fprintf(Ga, "\nTHE LAYERS:\t%d\n" ,size_I);
for(i=O;i<size_l;i++)

{
fprintf(Ga,"n[%d]=%d\t" ,i,n[i]);
}

fprintf(Ga,''\n'');
for(i=O;i<size_I;i++)

fprintf(Ga,"m[%d]=%d\t" ,i,m[i]);
fprintf(Ga, ''\nerror=%8.5t\n" ,e);
fprintf(Ga,"\nTraining times:\t%d",timet);
fcIose(Ga);
}

olde=e;
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timef++
fclose(F ut);
} END O:fWHILE LOOP 1 HERE*'

fclose(Xa);
}

'*FUNCTION FANatJRAL LAYER*'
neural_layer()
{
floatmem3[si
floatmem4[s'
floatmem5[

.

int �j;

'*FOREWORD LOOPIIo,
'*GETMEM1[ [],M£M2[q)[], OUTPUTOF EACH LAYER OR THE OUTPUTOF
NETWORK*'
for (i=O;i<m[q] i++)

{
meml[ ][i]=O.O·
for 0=0 j<n[q) ....i ti++)

em 1 [q][i]+=weight[q)[i][j]*inout[q)[j];
mem2[ ][i]=mern1[q][i]*a[q][i];
}

if (q<size_l-l)
{
inout[q 1][0]=1.0;
for (i=O '<m[q];i-H-)

out[q+l](i+1]=tanh(mem2[q)[i]);
} *LAYER OUTPUTS*' else

for (i=O;i<m[q] i++)
output£, =tanh(mem2[q][i]); '*OUTPUT OF THE NETWORK*'

q--;
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em4[i)=a[q] [i)*mem3[i);
q][i)+=c2[q][i)*meml[q][i)*mem3[i);

}
I*GET RRO[q][] FOR AHEAD LAYER *1
if (q! )

{
or G= 1 ;j<n[q]+ 1 ;j++)

{
erro[q-l)[j]=O.O;
for (i=O;i<m.[q);i++) elTo[q-l](j-l)+=weight[q][i][J1*mem3[i];
}

} .

STWEIGHrAND NORMALIZATIONWEIGHr*1
;i<m[q);i++)
{
em5[i)=O.0;

for G=O;j<n[q)+ 1 ;j++)
{
weight[q][i][j]+=cl[q](i)*inout[q)[j]*mem4[i);
memS[i]+=pow(weight[q][i][j],2.0);
}

for G=O;j<n[q]+l;j++) weight[q][i][j]=weight[q)[i][j)/sqrt(memS[i));
}
OF LEARNING·I}/·

retum(O);
}

;j<m[i);j++)
{
fprintf(Ga, "%8.51\t",0.1*randO/random);
p++;
if (p>5)

{
fprintf(Ga, ''\n");p=O;
}

;j<m[i);j++)
{
for (k=O;k<n[i)+I;k++)

(
)

.

fprintf(Ga,"%8.5f\t" ,0.1 *randO/random ;

p++;
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if(p>S)
(
fprintf(Ga. l'\n");
p=O;
}

} .

rintf(Ga, l'\n");
P ;
}

}
fclose(Ga);
retum(O);
}

A.4 Traini g Vector Generating Program

'*
PURPOSE:

FILENAME:

VARIABLES:

SIZE

NUMB

SIZEX

SlZEY

pattem[][]
space[SIZE) 2)
proj[NUMB

angl[NUMB

twr[NUMB ]
twi[NUMB' ]
tsin[NUMB]
tcos[NUMB
max

px

nus PROGRAM CAN READ REAL IMAGE FU.£,mE FU.£
FORMAT IS TIFF (BINARY FILE. ONE OF STAND IMAGE
FORMAT), THEN nus FORMAT CAN CALCULATE EACH
OBJECTS PROJECTION. THOSE FILECAN BE
RECOGNIZED BY NEURAL NETWORK.

tvOO4.c

DEFINED INMAIN PROGRAM.nus PARAMETER
SHOWS MAXIMUM POINTS THE EDGE HAS;
THE NUMBER OF THE PROJECTION. IT DEFINED IN
MAIN PROGRAM;
MAXIMUM HEIGHf OF IMAGE IN THE PATIERN
ARRAY, IT SHOULD LESS mAN 480;
MAXIMUM WIDmOFIMAGEINTHE PATIERN
ARRAY, IT SHOULD LESS mAN 640;
(GL)IT STORED ALL PATIERNS(or image);
(GL)INTERNAL EDGEOF SELECTED PAITERN;
(GL) REALDATA OF THE SIGNAL ALSO RETURN
TImMAGNITUDE OF FFT;
(GL) IMAGE PARTOF SIGNAL ALSORETURN THE
ANGLEFFT;
(GL) REAL PARTOFUNITY ROOT;
(GL) IMAGE PARTOF UNITY ROOT;
(GL) SINE FUNCI'ION TABLE;
(GL) COSINE FUNCflON TABLE;
(GL)MAXIMUM VALUE;
X AXIS VALUE OF THE STARED POINT;



py
a

b
angle

noise

May 26,1993
June 15,1993
JUNE 17,1993
July 24,1993
BJAOAI
*1
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y AXIS VALUE OF THE STARED POINT;
PARAMETER OF THE ELLIPSE;
PARAMETER OF THE ELLIPSE;
THE ANGLE BE1WEEN a OF THE ELLIPSEAND X
AXIS;
NOISE LEVEL;

#include <stdio.
#include <stdlib. >
#include <math.
#include "funtabl .c"
#include "fungp, "

#include "funedg .c"
#include "funpro 2.c"
#define NUMB !*NUMBER OF PR0JECI10N*!
#define SIZE 51 I*MAXIMUM POINTS IN THE OBJECT*!
#define SIZEX 0 I*MAXIMUM SPACE IN THE' PATIERNARRAY*!
#define SIZEY I*MAXIMUM SPACE IN THE PATfERNARRAY*!
#define NUMB2 12
#defineMINN I*THEMINIMUM NUMBEROF RECOONIZABLEOBJECT*!
float proj ],angl[NUMB],twr[NUMB2],twi[NUMB2],tsin[NUMB],tcos[NUMB];
floatmax;

,

int pattem[S [SIZEy],space[SIZE][2],maxx,minx,maxy,miny;

mainO
{
FILE *fpl,*fp2, fp3,*fp4,*fp5;
float allproj[1S] ];
float a,b,angle,n ise,xO,xl,x2,x3;
int cx,cy,maxi

.

t[l00][4];
int width,width 1,

.

dth2,hight,hightl,hight2;
int i,j,k,l,p,u,v,p ,py,obj,conter;
static int numbe 9]={3,2,1,7,6,4,8,9,5};
unsigned char ta[I024];
static char ne [32]="train1.edg";

I*GETTHE

I*OPEN FILES*
fpl=fopen("paue .dat" ,"W");
fp2=fopen("edge datil ,"W");
fp3=fopen("proj. at","W");

I*WHOLE PATfERN*!
!*EDGE OF THE OBJECT*!
!*PR0JECI10N OF THE OBJECT*!



!.NEURAL NElWORK INPUTFILE·!
'*OPENA BINARY IMAGE FILE, AND nus
FILE SHOULD BE A - TIFF-- FORMAT*!

!*GENERATE LOOK UPTABLE·!
funtable();
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fp4=fopen("finp tl.dat","w");
fpS=fopen(newfi e,"rb");

I*RBADIMAG

!·Head of the file·'
fread(bdata,

.

(char),768,fpS);
widthl=(int)(bda 30]);
width2=(int)(bda 31));
hightl=(int) 42));
hight2=('mt) 43]);
width=widthl· 6+width2;
hight=hightl.2S hight2;
printf("Width an Height of the image: %d\t%d\n",width,hight);

I*lmage data of file·!
if(hight<=480 width<=640)

for (i=O;i
.

ght;i++)
{
fi (bdata,sizeof(char),width,fpS);
if feof(fpS)

{
printf(" Unexpected end of (de i=%d\n" ,i);
i=1024;
}

f r(j=O;j<width;j++)
if«int)(bdata[j))> 127)

pattem[i][j]=I;
else

pattem[i][j]:::O;
},

else �I
printf("'qe Image Over Size");

I
,·FIND TIlE INtERNAL EDGE·!
conter:::O; I

u=O;
printf("No.\tX\t tNo ofP\n");
for (j:::O\i<SIZE \i+=5)

for (i=O;i SIZBX-l;i++)
i (pattem[i][j]=l&&pattem[i+ 1 ][j]=:::O)

( .

maxi=funinedg(iJ); !·find the edge·'
1:::0;
for(k=O;k<u+ 1 ;k++)

if(hist[k][0] !=maxxllhist[k][ 1] !:::minxll .

hist[k][2] !=maxyllhist[k](3] !=mmy) 1++;
if(l=u+1&&maxi>MINN)

{
hist[u][O]=maxx;
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hist[u][l]=minx;
hist[u][2]=maxy;
hist[u][3]=miny;
u++;
funproj(maxi);I*calculate the projection*1
conter++;
printf("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n",conter,i,j,maxi);

I*SAVB THE PR0JECl10N IN allproj[)[]*1
for(v=O;v<NUMB;v++)

allproj[conter-l][v)=proj[v)/max;

I*WRITE FILE edge.dat*1
for (v=O;v<maxi;v++)
fprintf(fp2,"%d\t%d\n",space[v)[0),space[v][l));
fprintf(fp2,"\n");
}

}

I*WRlTE FILE roj.dat*1
for(i=O;i<9;i++)

{
for(v=O;v ;v++)
fprintf(fp ,"%d\t%8.5t\n",v,allproj[number[i)-l][v));
fprintf(fp ,"\n");
}

for(i=O;i
{
forG=O� ;j++)

{
x -10.0;
fo =i;k<NUMB;k++)

{
proj[k-i)=allproj[number[j)-l)[k);
if(xO>proj[k-i)) xO=proj[k�i);
}

=O;k<i;k++)
{
proj[k+NVMB-i)=allproj[number[j]-l)[k);
if(xO>proj[k+NUMB-i) xO=proj[k+NUMB-i);
}

iii ·==()llj=3I1j-·-6)
{
xl=-0.2+xOIl0;
x2=-0.2+xo/lO;
x3=O.2+xo/lO;
}

iii '=lIlj 411j 7)
{ .

x 1=-0.2+xOIl0;
x2=O.2+xOIl0;
x3=-0.2+xOIl0;
}

iii
.

21lj 5I1j=8)
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.

•

r(v=O;v<NUMB;v++)
{
fprintf(fp4."%S.St\t".proj[v]'S-O.l);
p++;
if (p>S)

{
fprintf(fp4."\n");
p=O;
}

}
rintf(fp4."\n");
rintf(fp4."%S.St\t%S.St\t%S.Sf' .x l.x2.x3);
rintf(fp4."\n");

}
fclose(fpl );
fclose(fp2);
fclose(fp3);
fclose(fp4);
}

A.S Prepr cess Software Program

#include <stdio h>
#include <stdli .h>
#include <math h>
#include "fun le.c"
#include "fun e.c"
#include "funp �2.c"
#defme NUMB 64 ''''NUMBER OF PROJECTION""
#define SIZE S 20 ''''MAXIMUM POINTS IN THE OBJECT*'
#defineSIZEX SO ''''MAXIMUM SPACEINnIB PATIBRN.ARRAY""
#define SIZEY ''''MAXIMUM SPACE IN nIB PATTERN ARRAY""
#defme NUMB NUMBI2
#defineMINN 0 ''''THEMINIMUM NUMBEROF RECOGNIZABLE OBJEC'I'*I
float proj[NU ].angl[NUMB],twr[NUMB2].twi[NUMB2].tsin[NUMB].tcos[NUMB];
floatmax,min;
int pattem[S ][SIZEY].space[SIZE][2].maxx.minx.maxy,miny;

mainO
{
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FILE *fpl.*fp2. fp3.*fp4.*fp5;
int i,j,k,l,p,u,v.p .py.obj.conter:
float a,b,angle,no ,x;
int cx,cy,maxi

.

100][4];
int width,widthl,

•

dth2,hight,hightl,hight2;
unsigned char [1024];
char newfile[32];

I*WHOLE PATI'ERN*I
I*EDGE OF THE SUBPATIBRN*I
I*PROmcnON OF THE OB.JECI'*I

I*NEURAL NE1WORK INPUTFILE*I
I*OPENA BINARY IMAGE FILE, AND nus
FILE SHOUlD BEA -11FF- FORMAT*I

!*GENERATEA LOOKUPTABLE*I
funtable();

*1 .

else
}

printf( Image Over Size");

-



I
I

!*FIND THE nfmRNAL EDGE*!
conter=O; .

. u=O;
printf("No.\tX\t tNo of P\n");
for (j=O�<SIZE �+=S)

for (i=O kSIZEX-l;i++)
.

.

(pattem[i][j]=l&&pattem[i+l][j]=(»
{ '.

maxi=funinedg(i,j);I*flnd the edge*!
1=0;
for(k=O;k<u+ 1 ;k++)

if(hist[k][O] !=maxxllhist[k][ 1] !=minxll
hist[k](2] !=maxyllhist[k][3] !=miny) 1++;

ifO-u+ l&&maxi>MINN)
{
hist[u)[O]=maxx;
hist[u][ 1]=minx;
hist[u][2]=maxy;
hist[u][3]=miny;
u++;
funproj(maxi);/*calculate the projection*!
conter++;
printf("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n

II

,conter,i,j,maxi);

!*WRlTE FILE edge.dat*!
for (v=O;v<maxi;v++) .

fprintf(fp2,"%d\t%d\n II.space]v][O],space[v][1]);
fprintf(fp2,I\o");

.

!*WRlTE FILE proj.dat*1
for(v=O;v<NUMB;v++)

fprintf(fp3,"%d\t%8.St\n",v,proj[v]!max);
fprintf(fp3."\0");

I*WRlTE FILE finputtdat*1
x=O.O;
p=O;
for(v=O;v<NUMB;v++)

{
fprintf(fp4,1%8.5t\t" ,proj[v]!max/S-O.l);
p++;
if (p>S)

{
fprintf(fp4,I\o"); p=O;
}

116

}
fprintf(fp4."\0 "):
fprintf(fp4,"%8.St\t%8.St\t%8.Sf' .x.x.x);
fprintf(fp4,I\o");
}

I*WRITE FIL pattem.dat*1
for (i=O;kS ;i++)

}
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for G=O� SIZEY;j++)
if( attem[i][j]!=O) fprintf(fpl,"%d\t%d\n",i,j);

fclose(fp1);
fclose(fp2);
fclose(fp3);
fclose(fp4);
}
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